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All the news that's fit to print

ERA.
HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY,KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, MARCH 29, 'AO

WALTER WADE KILLED ATTEMPTING VIRGINIA, LITTLE TWIN DAUGHTER OF
MRS. HALE, IS FEARFULLY BURNED
TO CONTROL HIS RUNAWAY TEAM
FELL INTO BOILING SOAP KETTLE

PEACE AFTER PAIN
SURROUNDED

BY

CHILDREN,

MRS. ELGIN PASSED AWAY.

Accident Occured Near Hopkinsville
While He Was Going Home With

Was Skipping Rope With Companions
In Yard at Her Home When Mis-

Load of Groceries.

hap Took Place.

( From Wednesday's Daily)
Mrs. Lucy J. Elgin, a venerable
(From Wednesdaii's Daily)
Virginia, the eight year old twin
Christian lady who was widely
Walter Wade, undertaker and
daughter
of Mrs. Walter Hale, was
known as well as loved and admired
for her sweetness and strength of very seriously burned late Tuesday
prominent business man of Fairview,
character and nobility of heart and afternoon by falling into
was instantly killed last night en
a kettle of
mind,
died
yesterday
afternoon
at
home,
by
route from this city to his
hot soap which was being made in
bers and is in Flourishing Condiher home at the residence of her
wagon.
own
his
being run over by
daughter, Mrs. W. B. Kennedy on the yard and near which she was
tion.—New Reading Table.
this
left
city
Fritz
Al
and
Wade
Mr.
South Walnut street. Ills due to playing.
her advanced years and a form of
at the same time, both men riding in
The child was jumping the rope
pneumonia
caused her death. Her in the back yard at her
Mt. Fritz's wagon and Mr. Wade's
home on
Our business is growing every year and we expect
coOition had been critical for about South Main
(From Wednesday's Daily)
street and in her:enthus
follow-1,4g along behind. Just before
one week.
to make 1907 our banner year if riasonable prices and a
Hopkinsville Lodge No. 645, Bereaching 'Squire Parker's, about
iasm over the play did not notice
-Mrs.
Elgin
to
confined
had
been
square deal to everybody is appreciated by the public.
three miles from town, something nevolent and Protective Order of her room for months
that
she
had approached very near
' 114. .a.11ialifrA4•
as the result
Elks, held its annual election of ofWe have on display the most completelline:of
frightened Mr. Wade's team and he
I of a fall which dislocated her hip. to the boiling mass, and after one
ficers Tuesday night. There was a
jumped to the ground and attempted large attendance and while complete She was eighty-four years of age, of the jumps over the rope she fell
with one limb and a considerable
to stop.them.
harmony prevailed the election was and a member of the Cumberland portion of
her body in the kettle.
Presbyterian church. Eight chilHe succeeded in catching the reins an Interesting one, and resulted as
Medical
attention was secured imdren, all of whom were at her bedwith his left hand and was running follows:
mediately
and everything possible
side
when
came,survive
the end
her.
Exalted ruler, Ed J. Duncan.
done
was
for
the relief of the little
along beside. the wagon holding to
They
are: Rei. Virgil Elgin, of MaEsteemed leading knight, Green
sufferer.
rion; W. H., George W., Edgar,
the bed *ith his right hand, when H. Chatnplin.
Frank,
L. L., and Sam Elgin and
in
fell
and
stumbled
he suddenly
Mrs.
W.
B. Kennedy.
Shown in this end of the state. Come and see how our
such a manner that one of the
Funeral
services
will
be
this
held
his
directly,
new quarters look, price our goods and we think you
over
wheels passed
afternoon at 3 o'clock at the late reswill help us make 1907 a record-breaker.
head. The left side of his head was
iderice, conducted by Rev. A. C.
badly bruised and lacerated, but the
Bildle, of the Cumberland PresbyManson-Radford.
death dealing wound was made on
terian church, and Rev. A. P. Lyour, Dr. and
Mrs. M. W. Williains anthe right side where something,
of the Methodist church. Interment nounce
the engagement of their
presumably a small sharp rock, had
at Riverside cemetery.
niece, Miss Kate Manson, to Maj.
been forced through the temple into
Cyrus
S. Radford. The marriage
instant,
life
brain.
was
Death
the
will
take
Vernon
place in Hopkinsville early
Sively, nine-year old son
being extinct when Mr. Fritz reachin
June.
of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Strely, died
ed the body.
last night at 7 o'clock of trongestion.
The remains were brought here
The child was ill only two days.!
Last night where the body was dressBradshaw -Reynolds.
The
remains will be interred tomor.3c1 by W. H. Everett, at F. P. RenMr. and Mrs. Edgar Bradshaw anrow morning at 9 o'clock at Rivershaw's undertaking establishment.
understood that no changes would
nounde
the engagement of their
side cemetery. Services will be I
Interment will take place this afterbe
made in the charter except such
daughter,
Kate
Sherweod,
to Mr.
conducted by Rev. Mr. Archie of
noon at the family burying ground
as
were
necessary to abolish saloons.
Edwin
Reynolds. The marriage will
Fairview.
near Fairview.
So
far
as
can be learned, the movetake place Tuesday. April 9, at four
Mr. Wade was forty-eight years of
ment
to
amend the charter was the
He was a
Age and unmarried.
Cora Bell, the 4 year old daugh- o'clock, p. m., at Salem Baptist
work
of
one man. who talked for a
church.
member of the Cumberland Pres- )
ter of Mr. and Mrs. T. T. Thomas,
while
of
calling
a mass-meeting on
CHARTER
AMENDMENT
OF
ayterian church and enjoyed the i
of Gracey, died last night of diphthe
subject,but
'EDWARD
J.
DUNCAN
finding:that
the idea
confidence and good will of every i
SPEAKER CUNNINGHAM.
theria,.
would
meet
withimost
strenuous opEsteemed loyal knight, Lucian H.
ene with whom:he was acquainted.
position,
did
not
attempt
to get an
Davis.
A dwelling belonging to D. M.
expression
of
the
people.
Esteemed lecturing knight, W. R.
Whittaker, near Casky, and occuThe Anti-Saloon League is out in
Wicks.
pied by Edward Taylor, was descard this afternoon in which it
LEXINGTON,
Ky.,
March
26.—
1
Secfetszy. T. C. Underwood.
trived by fire Sunday
toGRACEY, Ky., March 25.—James
conOemns
the amendment in strong
The
Eastern
Kentucky
AAylum
for
Tiler, Robert H. Baker.
gether with contents. The loss is
L. Wilson, formerly of Cadiz, died
terms
and
takes the position that it.
the
Iusane,
through
Percy Haly, $500.
Trustee. A. li. Anderson.
of pneumonia last night in the Good
must
be
defeated if possible. Amo
The retiring exalt& ruler, T. J. Milton Board and Robert Phillips,
Samaritan hospital at Los Angeles, Tate, was elected r*resentative to composing the state board of conother things the article says:
Cal. He was a citizen of Deligna, the grand lodge which will meet in trol for charitable institutes, has
"We say without hesitation that
Arizona, to which place he went Philadelphia this sumrderand
nothing
more pleasing to the whisky
filed
against
suit
Ann
Cartwright
E.
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., March
J. D.
after leaving Cadiz several years Russell was named as alternate. and J. T. Brown, committee of Ann
element
could have been done, and
27.—The news that speaker Cunningago. He was 38 years of: age. One The new officers will be installed Cartwright, for $2,241.18, alleged to Sixty coopers employed by the Chess ham had added to the Clarksville that it is up to the people of ClarksWymond company went out on a
sister. Mrs. Chas. Chappell, of Ca- next Tuesday night.
charter bill and had passed an ville to fight this measure to a finish.
be due for the board of Ann Cartstrike
today on account of the comdiz, survives him. The remains will
amendment providing for the elec- It does not represent the will of the
All the chairs were filled in the wright at the asylum from 1896 to pany's failure to increase wages.
be taken to Cadiz for burial, and way of promotions. The lodge has the present time.
tion of the board of aldermen by the people of Clarksville, and its final
will arrive there Thursday.
Cartwright's
city at large, wattotally unexpected adoption, we believe, would be atAnn
alleged
that
It is
over two hundred members and new
AGAINST BANK WRECKER.
and raised a storm of indignation tended with most unfortunate reapplications 2tre received at every board at the asylum was paib from
LOUISVILLE,
Ky.,
March
26.—
and protest. This issue was in no sults.
1886 to 1895, but since that time she
meeting.
Five
counts
in
the
indictments
way involved in the recent anti-sa- "No man with the welfare of
A handsome reading table has has been a free patient though the
I 11ave white Dent seed corn,grown been installed, and all the leading phtIntiffs claim her board should against W. B. Smith, alleged bank loon election, as a result of which Clarksville at heart can afford to
from northern seed for sale. Phone magazines and periodicals have been have been paid as sheowns sufficient wrecker, were knocked out today on the charter was abolished:and the stand for any such measure at this
demurrer. Six indictments stand. people taking part in that election time. It would not only be treach304-3
A. H. MEISNER.
property to do so.
w2t subscribed for.
ery and base ingratitude, but the
poorest policy as well."

We Now: have One of the
Best Display Rooms
in the State

reatore

and His
Band of 60

Fri
Tabernacle, it April 5th
White—Reserved Seats, $1; General Admission, $1.00; First Two
Rows, 75c; Public Schools, 50c. Colored—Adults, 50c; Children,
25c. Nothing extra to reserved seats, so secure same in advance at Anderson-Fowler.

Prices••

G. P. Isbel, an experienced and
successful veterinary surgeon, has
arrived in the city and will make
Hopkinsville his home. He will
practice veterinary surgery and dentistry in Christian and contiguous
counties, and his office is at Layne's
stable. Dr. Isbel is a graduate of
the McKillip Veterinary College of
Chicago, Ill.
The Baltimore Sun is very much
surprised to note that the kidnapping of young Marvin is one Delaware outrage that hasn't been
charged up to Addicks. The only
answer is, that no one has though
of it.
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Be Wise! Be Wise

Be Happy! Be Happy!
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CROPS CLOSED OUT! REST! REST! REST! READY FOR NEW CR
BEAUTIFYING HOME WEAK STOMACH
CAUSES SICKNESS.
SOW PLANT BEDS
CADIZ RAILROAD
'WITH GRASS SEED
severed tops pulled into the center
y
of the:bed-and piled in an orderl
heap.

Different Symptons That Result From

MANY

Mortgaged Last Week For $40,000
To Pay Old Indebtedness.

LATEST LAWLESSNESS OF THE
NIGHT PROWLERS.

ATTRACTIVE

IMPROVE-

Indigestion.

MENTS AT THE LAI HAM PLACE

How to Cure by

Strengthening The
Stomach.

At a meeting of the directors of
the Cadiz railroad last week, mortgage was given on the road for $40,000 to the Fidelity Trust company,
of Louisville, as trustee of the Illinois Central railroad. This money is
to pay offia debt of $21,000 which the
L. (lc N. held against our road for
rails, which they furnished in the
building of our road, and also a dept
to the Fidelity Trust Company of
$19,000. Thelfmortgage is for five
•
years.!
At this meeting of the directors,
Mr. Ben White also resigned as director and Mr. F. K. Grasty was
elected to fill the vamncy, and was
also elected as secretary of the
board.
We understand that President
White expects to begin as soon as
the weather opens up good, to rock
balast the road, which will be a.
great improvement and put the
road-bed in much better condition
than it has ever been.—Cadiz Record.

Babo

Every mother feels •
great dread of the pain
and danger attendant lupus
the most critical period
of her life. Becoming
• mother should be a source of joy to all, but the suffering and
danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
Mother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great
pain and danger of maternity; this hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or
gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions are
overcome, the system is made ready for the coining event, and the
serious accidents so common to the critical
hour are obviated by the use of Mother's
Friend. "It is worth its weight in gold,"
used it. $1.00 per
says many who have ud
bottle at drug stores. Book containing
valuable information of interest to all women, will
be sent to any address free upon application to
er-onno REGULATOR 00.. Atlanta. Ga.

If you have ever suffered with a
Handsome Flower Urns on the Spastomach you must realize that
weak
cious Lawn.—Mr. Latham May
the digestive system is to the body
Warm
Here.
r
Summe
The
Spend
what the foundation is to the house
—the base of support and strength.
Whatever hurts your stomach or
lessens its power, hurts all other
As usual at this season, Mr. John parts of the body and impairs their
C. Latham, of New York, is repaint- powers. If the stomach is weak and
ing and beautifying his family home- distressed, one organ after another
Numerous Depredations Under the
stead, but this year the improve- will be involved until the heart, kidment will be on a much larger scale neys'and liver are all distressed.
[Cover of Darkness In Trigg and
Get the stomach right and health
than ever before.
Christian Counties.
Yesterday five big cast iron flower will naturally come to the other orurns and a life size cast of a big dog gans. This explains why a good
were received and these are now be- many people who have doctored for
(From Friday's Daily)
ing placed in position on the beauti- years for diseases of the heart, kidI have bought the Livery, Feed and Board 'stable of lEvitts & Courtful lawn. It is understood that this neys or liver have at last been curHardly have the seed been sown
and would be glad to have my old friends7and
is only an advance shipment and ed by Mi-o-nastomach tablets. They ney, on North Main Street,
in tobacco plant beds throughout
I am going to do it General Livery Business, keep
that still other similar ornaments found to their astonishment and customers call on me.
this section, yet numbers of them
will board horses, furnish the very best rigs
for the grounds will be received la- happiness that, when the weak sto- none but the best help and
have been visited during the night
in every way, I am the oldest man in the
ter. It is proposed to keep flowers mach was strengthened,their health and guarantee satisfaction
time and grass seed thickly sown for
am not afraid to make the assertion that I will
in full bloom in these urns all returned, the heart became regular, business in the city and
the purpose of destroying the tobacall.
through the summer, as fast as one the torpid liver active and the kid- please
co plants before they can reach sufinto
drops its blossoms to replace it with neys healthy.
ficient size to be transplanted
Do not think we claim Mi-o-na is
another. The buildings and fences
the field. In nearly every instance
a
paint
"cure-all." It is not, it is a spewill be given a new coat of
so far reporteclt e sufferers from
and everything about the place will cific for all distresses of the stothese depredations are not members
be freshened up. The interior of the mach, and when it strengthens the
of the association and the majority
North Main Street.
y
comit
house receiveu attention last fall, stomach and cures indigestion, you
them have occurred in Trigg
although 'some are reported in this Miss Clara Snoddy, Aged 56, Dies In every room having been painted and will soon be well all over without
papered, new carpets put down in a further medicine.
county.
.
Green
g
Bowlin
Mi-o-na is sAd only in 50c boxes
neighborhood the
number of them.
i In the Gracey
C. W. Hisgen, who has the super- never in bulk. It is sold under an
plant beds of W. F. Cox, Hezekiah
says:
News
Green
ng
Bowli
The
were
intendency of Mr. Latham's proper- absolute guarantee by L. L. Elgin
Malone and W. R. Fourquean
years,
56
aged
y,
Snodd
Clara
Miss
ty in the latter's absence, is in per- to refund money unless it cures.
visited and the grass seed plentiful10:15
at
night
last
away
passed
3-14, 21, 28.
sonal charge of the work which is
ly sprinkled over the surface. Every
•01
-•
David
Rev.
of
home
the
at
k
now under way and he is leaving
plant bed on these three farms ex- o'cloc
en
betwe
e,
Colleg
Upper
s on
Those desiring life insurance will
nothing undone to make a complete
OF tiOPKINSVILLE, KY.
cept one small and isolated one be- S. Bowle
The
s.
street
enth
Thirte
and
th
Twelf
it to their interest to investigate
find
tamjot).
longing to Mr. Cox, was thus
United States Depositary.
had been in feeble health
It is understood that this work is the plans and record of the Mutual
pered with. The farms of Mr. Cox deceased
time and gradually grew only a forerunner of what will be Benefit Life Insurance company of
and Mr. Fourquean lie in Christian for some
the end came.
until
done later. Toward the latter part Newark,IN. J. No Stockholders.
county while the line between this worse
ian
Christ
t
a
devou
She had been
of the summer it is reported that All profits divided among policy
and Trigg counties passes through
and was kind and
years
many
for
Mr. Latham will surround the home- holders. It is conspicuous for econoMr. Malone's place.
Assets, $425.000.00
a
was
She
one.
every
to
e
lovabl
stead on all three sides with con- mical management, liberality of its
In the territory reaching from
*
of the State Street Method- crete pavements, as well as having policy contract, fair dealings with
Solicits accounts of individuals and (corporations desiring a
Roaring Spring in the southeastern member
her
placed
g
havin
just
h,
l
divisafe place of deposit or accommodations on approved security.
the walks through the grounds of Its members and large annua
portion of Trigg county, to what is ist churc
at
night
last
h
that churc
Three per cent. interest paid on Time Certificates of Deposit.
the same material. The outside dends to reduce cost of your insurknown as Saline creek, a distance of letter in
g
havin
e,
r meeting servic
Safety Deposit Boxes for customers.
will be torn away and a wall ance.
ten or twelve miles, it is reported the praye
from Hopkinsville, fences
erred
transf
Agt.
ACE,
D.
H.
WALL
surly
that practically all of the plant beds where for many years she had been of dressed Bowling Green stone,
Thos. W.Long, Cashier
Geo. C. Long, Pres.
'of non-association farmers have a member of the same denomina- mounted by an iron railing, will
4.2-EL
C. F. Jarrett, Vice Pres.
The Kind You Have Always gouge
take their place.
been thus treated, and in some in tion.
Bean the
city
this
in
nce
reside
her
g
Durin
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acheris
s
associ
alway
to
Mr. Latham has
ances those belonging
itigaatuD
she had made many friends, who
tion members were also sowed with will learn with the deepest regret of the deepest love for his native town
IMBIRE.........••1111•••1111111111•••••and has given most liberally to pub- allIIMMOVEMIIMMINN
the grass seed. Among those who her death.
improvements.
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SHELTON-BRADSHAW
cock, Albert Ledford
so serve as au object lesson and in- •
:hands and S. P. Moseley. One farcentive to others to follow the ath
mer reported that from the tracks
which he has marked out. It is said
)
From Frjdayri, Daily
he was sure thlre were five men in
that Mr. Latham will likely spend
the party whkh visit& d his plant
J. C. Bradshaw and Miss Eula the summer here with his family. •
•beds and that they tramped ruthless- Shelton, both of whom were from
ly over the canvas which had been Todd county, were married Thursstrgehed over them. The seed were day afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
se toted ou top of the canvas residence of N. K. At derson near
, UU
4ki.Yougli which they passed readily. this city, Mrs. Anderson being an
In this instance Mr. Ledford was an aunt of the bride. The wedding was!FROM HOPKINSVILLE TO THE
This Letter From the Louisville Branch of the
ived
Rece
We
ing
Morn
This
association member but his share i solemnized unostentatiously in the ,
CITY OF NEW YORK.
Remington Typewriter Company:
hands were not, but all beds were presence of a limited number of
friends and relatives, the ceremony
ruined alike.
Louisville, Ky., March 21. 1907.
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beds will ruin the prospects for a Lyon, pastor of the Methodist ing their appreciation of the balmy
Hopkinsville,
for competent
Department this week has six positions calling
crop as the grass grows much faster church. Immediately after the cere- spring weather by laying so many
Gentlemen: Our Employment$30.00 to $60.00, and one position for a young lady at $8 per week.
and more luxuriantly and will soon mony J.Ir. and Mrs. Bradshaw left eggs that the market is flooded and
male stenographers, salaries from positions calling for competent young lady stenographers at from
high
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near
Last week there were two other
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choke out the tobacco plants.
the price, which reached the
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Livery Change!

C. H. Slierritt,

FORMERLY LIVED HERE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK 1
The Only National Bank in the City
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Bold Hold-up On I. C. Railroad In

There is a Medal For Every Man Who
Took Part In The Marine
Battles.

Did you fight with the American
navy or the marines against ;the
Spanish in the waters of the West
Indies? If so, you're entitled to a
medal.
The navy department, according
to a circular posted in the Hopkinsville postoffice, is/looking for every
man who helped to whip the Spaniards, as it has several hundred
medals on its hands of which it
wishes to dispose-. Heroes who risked their lives in the service of their
country have been advertisedIfor,
but still most of them have failed to
answer the honor call roll.
The officials of the bureau of navigation are anxious to locate allIthe
former officers of the navy, as :well
as the enlisted men, both of the regular and volunteer establishments,
who took part in any of the engagements in West Indian waters.,
By a legislative 'resolution of
March 3. 1901, the secretary of the
Navy was authorized to issue bronze
medals commorative of naval engagements in the waters of Cuba
during the Spanish-American war
A board of awards submitted a list
of engagements which they deemed
of sufficient importance to commemorate by awarding medals, but the
MI is RUM SMITH.
secretary enlarged the list so as to
Include all officers and men who
That Miss Ruth Sniieb. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Smith, is one of
were under fire in those waters.
the county's pretty girls is indisputable. Her beauty is brnirette, and she
bears a striking resemblance to Miss Ethel Barrymore. It givIes the New
Era
much pleasure to "publish this pictaire in our Beauty Contest. We ex
, A Helpless Child.
peat
to present many ther striking porlaits of pretty girls. Besides apA weak and puny child is badly
peetring
in the New Era's conteet,all of these photographs will be forwardhandicapped in the battle of life. It
ed
by
this
paper to Louisville to be,considered in the Courier-Journal's
is isolated from the healthy enjoyus in the pictures of your prettiest friends.
kiencl
contest.
ments of its little fellow-being. It

A bold hold-up occurred at Edgoen, in South Christian, on the I. C.
railroad, when Bibb Wilson and
three other negroes are said to have
flashed a pistol on Henry Allen in
broad daylight and made him hand
over about $17. The four negroes
were railroad hands and having
just been paid offwere engaged in a
game of craps, when Allen. another
negro hand, came by. Having been
made to throw down his pocketbook
he was told to run, and he ran, four
pistol shots helping him along. He
reported the matter and Wilson was
arrested in Clarksville a few hours
later and is now in jail. He: had a
pistol when taken into custody. The
other escaped.

Scott's Emulsion is Cod Liver Oil
and Hypophosphites prepared so that it is
easily digested by little folks.
Consequently the baby that is fed on
Scott's Emulsion is a sturdy, rosycheeked little fellow full of health and vigor.

What .More Can Hopkinsville People
Ask.

When well-known residents and
highly-respected people of Hopkinsville make such statements as the
following, itimust carry conviction
toevery reader:
W. H. West, stock raiser, city'
constable and collector, living at 849
W. 7th St., says:
suffered for
years with kidney and ,bladder
troubles, and in consequence was
subject to a teat deal of pain. There
was a heavy, dull aching in the
small of my back over my right hipand extending down over the bladder. The pain became especially
severe if I should stir around or remain long on my feet. The difficulty
of the kidney secretions annoyed me
cannot partake either of their play
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two identical cards,—the ad"Venture
from beginning to end."
Silence.
"Suppose I should say," the girl began looking out of the window, "that
in the restaurant you aroused my
curiosity, that in the cellars my admiration was stirred, that the frank
manner in which you expressed your
regard for me to—to the burglar—
awakened—"
"What?" I cried eagerly.
"Nothing. It was merely
supposition."
"Hang it; I love you!"
"Are you still the Capuchin, or simply Mr. Cornstalk?"
"I have laid aside all masks, even
that which hides the heart."
She turned and looked me steadily
In the eyes.
"Well?" said I.
"If I took you on—on approval,
what in the world should I do with
you in case you should not suit my
needs?"
"You could return me," said I laughing.
But she didn't.

1 from some bewildering nightmare.

CHAPTER ix.
For suddenly I saw his eyes widen
fragmentj-I
and flash with anger and apprehension. Quick as a passing sun-shadow
his hand swept the candelabrum
from the table. He made a swift backward spring toward the door, but he
was a little too late. The darkness
Copyright 1906 by
Bobbs- Merrill Co.
he had created was not intense
enough, for there was still the ruddy
glow from the logs; and the bosom
of
his dress-shirt made a fine target.
ne manter rogue sassezeo a cigarCHARTER VIII.
Besides,
the eyes that had peered into
"The unexpected always happens," ette at one of the candles.
window
the
,were accustomed to the
"Pardon me," he said. "but will
began the pseudo-detective, closing
night.
his hat, drawing off his gloves and you join me?"—proffering the handBlang! The glass of the window
stuffing them into a pocket. "As a some gold ease.
shivered and jingled to the floor,
I
took
a
and
cigarette
tired
it.
(I
friend of mine used to say, it is the
and a sharp report followed. The
unexpected that always surprises us. really wanted it.) I would show up rogue cried out in fierce
anguish,
We never expected to see these well before this girl if I died for it. and reeled against the wall. William
cloud
I
blew
of
smoke
a
canat
the
harming masquesaders again, did we,
dle-flame. There was a sparkle of whipped out his revolver, but, even
William?"
from his favorable angle, he was not
admiration in the girl's eyes.
"No, sir," said Wiliam, grinning afCornstalk,
"Mr.
sly respect for you quick enough. The hand that had difably, "we didn't. The gentleman was
increases
moment."
each
The rogue rected the first bullet was ready to
very nice and obliging to me, sir,
direct the second.
down.
sat
when I was in ti
cellars."
All this took place within the count
"And to whom might this hand"So I understand. Now," continued
some case belong?' I asked, examin- of ten. The girl and I sat stiffly in
our chairs, as if petrified, it was all
the late Mr. Haggerty, with the deadly ing it closely.
swiftly accomplished.
so
affability of a Macaire, "I beg of you,
"Oh, that has always been mine.
"Drop it!" said a cold, authoriMr. Cornstalk, I beg of you not to There was a time,”—blowing rings at
move or to become unduly excited. the candelabrum,—"when I was re- tative voice, and I saw the vague outPhysicians tell us that excitement spected like yourself, rich, sought lines of Haggerty's face beyond the
wastes the red corpuscles, that is to after. A woman and a trusted friend: broken window-pane.
Wiliam knew better than to hesisay, the life of the blood."
how these often tumble down our
"Your blood, sir, must be very thin," beautiful edifices! Yes, I am a scamp, tate. His revolver struck the floor
returned coolly. But I cursed him a thief, a rogue; but not because I dully, and a curse rolled from his
Immeriately a heavy body presoundly in my mind. William's bulg- need the money. No,"—with retroing side-pocket convinced me that any spective eyes—"I need excitement, cipitated itself against the door, which
undue excitement on my part would tremendous and continuous,—excite- crashed inward, and an officer fearbe exceedingly dangerous.
ment to keep my vigilance and inven- lessly entered, a revolver in each
"William, you can always tell a tion active day and night, excitement hand. This tableau, which lasted fully a minute, was finally disturbed by
gentleman," said the chief rogue ad- to obliterate memory.
miringly. "A gentleman always re"But we can't do it, my friend, we the entrance of Haggerty himself.
"Don't be alarmed, Miss," he said
cognizes his opportunities, and never can't do it. Memory is always with
heartily; "it's all over. I'm sorry for
loses his sense of the balance of
us. She is an impartial Nemesis; she
things."
dogs the steps of the righteous and the bullet, but it had to be done. The
`And he is usually
the unrighteous. To obliterate mem- rascal has nothing more serious than
Wittiam assented.
ory, that is it! And where might I a splintered bone. I am a dead shot.
The girl sat pale and rigid hi her
find this obliteration, save in this A fine night!"—triumphantly. "It's
chair.
life? Drugs? Pah! Oh, I have given been a long chast, and I never was
'What do you want" I demanded Haggerty a
royal chase. It has been sure of. the finish. You're the cleversavagely.
meat and drink to me to fool the .est rogue it has been my good fortune
'Tor one thing, I should like to
cleverest policeman in New York. Till to meet this many a day. I don't
question the propriety of a gentleyesterday my face, as a criminal, was even know who you are yet. Well,
man's sitting down to dine with a lady
unknown to Islay man or woman, save well! we'll round that up in time."
without having washed his face. The
Not till the candles again sputtered
William here, who was my valet in the
old days. I have gone to my clubs, with light, and William was securely
dined, played billiards; a fine comedy, handcuffed and disarmed, did I recola fine comedy! To-morrow William lect that I possessed the sense of moand I sail for Europe.
Miss Haw- tion. The smoke of powder drifted
thorne, you wear one of the most ex- across the flickering candles, and
quisite rubies I have ever seen. Per- there was a salty taste on my
tongue.
mit me to examine it."
"Hortible!" cried the girl, covering
The girl tore the ring from her finger and flung it on the table. I made her eyes.
The master rogue and his valet
a move as though to push back my
were led out into the assembly-room,
chair.
"I wouldn't do it, sir," warned Wil- and we reltic`antly followed. I saw
It all now. 'When Haggerty called up
liam quietly.
central at the club, he ascertained
My muscles relaxed.
"Do not commit any rash action, Mr. where the last call had been from,
Cornstalk," said the girl, smiling and, learning that it came from Hollybravely into my eyes. "The gentle- wood Inn, he took his chance. The
room was soon filled with servants
man would not appreciate it."
The master rogue picked up the and stable-hands, the pistol-shot havring and rolled it lovingly about his ing lured them from their beds. The
wounded man was very pale.
He
palms.
his
sat
uninjured
with
tightly
hand
mur"Beautiful,
mured. "Finest pigeon-blood, too. It clasped above the ragged wound, and
is easy worth a thousand. Shall I a little.pool of blood slowly formed at
give you my note of exchange for it?" his side on the floor. But his eyes
—humorously. The girl scorned to re- shone brightly.
"A basin of water and eoms linen!"
ply. He took out a little chamois bag
and emptied its contents on the table cried the girl to Moriarty. "And send
How they sparkled, scintillated, glow- all these people away."
"To yer rooms, ivery one of ye!"
The Master Rogue Lighted a Cigarette. ed; thousands in the whitest of
Moriarty, sweeping his hands.
snapped
stones! How he ever had got his
coal-dust does not add to your manly fingers on them is something I shall "Tis no place for ye, be oft!" He
beauty. You haven't a cake of soap never learn. "Aren't they just beauti- hurried the servants out of the room,
about you, William, have you?"
ful?" he asked naively. "Can you and • presently returned with a basin
"No sir." Wiliam's face expressed blame me for coveting them?" He set of water, some linen and balm.
indescribable enjoyment of the scene. the ruby on top of the glittering heap.
We watched the girl as she bathed
The girl's mouth stiffened. She was It lay there like a drop of blood. Pres- and bandaged the wounded arm; and
struggling to repress the almost irre- ently he caught it up and—presented once or twice the patient smiled. Hagsistible smile that tickled her lips.
it to the girl, who eyed him in aston- gerty looked on approvingly, and in
"In times like these," said I, deter- ishment. "I only wanted to look at William's eyes there beamed the genmined not to be outdone, "we are it," he said courteously. "I like your tle light of reverence. It was a picoften thoughtless in regard to our grit as much as I admire your beauty. ture to see this lovely creature playpersonal appearances. I apologize to Keep the ring."
ing the part of the good Samaritan,
the lady."
She slipped it mschanically over her moving here and there is her exquisite
"Fine, fine! I sincerely admire
gown. Ah, the tender mercy! I knew
finger.
Mr. Cornstalk. You have the true
"But you, my dear Mr. Cornstalk!" that, come what might, I had strangespirit of adventure. Hasn't he, Wil- he cried, turning his shining eyes ly found the right woman, the one
11am?"
upon me, while his fingers deftly re- woman.
"He certainly has. sir."
"You're a good little woman," said
placed the gems in the bag.
"Comes to a private ball without an
"I have no jewelry," I replied, toss- the rogue, his face softening; "and a
Invitation, and has a merry time of ing aside the cigarette.
good woman is the finest thing God
It indeed To have the perfect sense
"But you have something infinitely ever placed upon earth. Had I only
of humor—that is what makes the better. I am rather observant. In found one!" He turned whimsically
world go round."
Friard's curio-shop you carelessly ex- toward me. "Are you engaged to mar"Aren't you taking extra risk in of- hibited a wallet that was simply chok- ry this little woman?"
fering me these pleasantries?" I asked. ing to death with long yellow-boys.
"No."
"Risks? In what manner?"
"Surely you love her!"
You have it still. Will you do me
"The man you so cleverly imper- the honor?"—stretching out his slim
"Surely I do!" I looked bravely at
sonated is at the club." I do not know white hand.
the girl as I spoke.
what prompted me to put him on his
But she never gave any sign that
I looked at William; he nodded.
uard.
There wasn't the slightest chance for she heard. She pinned the ends of
The rogue laughed lightly. "I know me to argue. So I drew out my wal- the bandages carefully.
r. Haggerty's habits. He is hustling let. I extracted the gold-bills and
"And what brought you to this?"
back to New York as fast as he can. made a neat little packet of them. It asked Haggerty, looking down at his
He passed here ten minutes ago in hurt, hurt like the deuce, to part with prisoner.
the patrol, lickety-clip! He wishes to them. But—!
The prisoner shrugged.
warn all pawnbrokers and jewelers to
"You've the making of a fine man
"Game, William, isn't he? Most
he on the lookout for me to-morrow. men would have Sung the wallet at in you," went on Haggerty generously.
Ten thousand in a night!"—jovially. my head."
"What caused you to slip up?"
"A very tidy sum, sir," said -William.
"That subject is taboo," replied the
"Oh, he is game, sir; never you
"A fourth of which goes to you, my doubt it, sir," said the amiable Wil- thief. "But I want to beg your pargood and faithful friend."
don for underestimating your cunliam.
"Thank you, sir," replied William.
"I have some silver in change," I ning."
Two cooler rogues I never wish to suggested with some bitterness.
"It was all due to a chance shot at
meet!
the telephone."
ha it that
inti"h sil"I kept you guessing."
"But wouldn't it be well, sir, to ver," he said generously, did this
rogue. "Besides, you will need some
'hasten?" asked William.
`'Merrily, too. My admiration is
"We have plenty of time now, my thing to pay for this little supper and wholly yours, sir," returned Haggerty,
the fare back to New York." My bills
son."
"You have not entered this reom," disappeared into his pocket. "You
said the girl, her terror slipping from will observe that I trust you implicitly.
her, "simply to offer these banalities. I haven't even counted the money."
William sniggered.
What do you wish?"
"And
is there anything further?" I
"What perspicacity, Wiliam!" cried
the rogue, taking out a cigarette case. inquired. The comedy was beginning
"I don't know what that word to weary me, it was so one-sided.
"I am in no particular hurry," the
means, sir, but as you do, it seems to
rogue answered, his sardonis smile
fit the occasion proper enough."
"It means, William, that this charm- returning. "It is so long since I have
ing young lady scents our visit from chatted with people of my kind."
I scowled.
afar."
14 will locate at Hopkinsville, on 6_
"Pardon me, I meant from a social
"I had a suspicion, sir, that it might
or about March 20th, for the
mean that." William leaned against point of view only. I admit we would
practice of:Veterinary Surgery
the wall, his beady eyes twinkling mer- not be equals in the eye of the Pres- ▪ and Dentistry.
lavter"
rily.
torOffice at Layne's Stable.
Asal then followed a scene tnat re-

Or, 0. P.ti (• isbel,

McKillip Veterinary t
• College of Chicago, Ill.,
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(THE END.)
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picking up the telephone exchange- to housekeepers
book. He rang and placed his lips to
the transmitter, calling a number.
"Hello! It this the chief of the Blankshire police? Yes? Well, this is Haggerty. That idea I hinted to you was
a mighty good one. Prepare two strong Cook Book
cells and have a doctor on hand.
telling how to prepare delicate
PARKER'S
What? Oh, you will find your horse
HAIR BALSAM
and delicious dishes.
Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
and carriage at Moriarty's. Good-bye!"
luxuriant growth.
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Address
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EAST to its Youthful Color.
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I returned it to my wallet, but withb0c,and $1..0 at Druggists
out any particular enthusiasm.
"It's bad business, Wiliam," said I.
"It's all in the game, sir,"—with a
look at Haggerty that expressed infinite hatred. "In our business we
can't afford to be careless."
"Or to talk too much,' supplemented his master, smiling. "Talk,
my friend, rounds me up with a bullet in the arm, and a long sojourn behind stone walls. Never talk. Thank
you, too, Mr. Cornstalk, for the saving
A new, simplified, short and easy method of learning music on the
grace of humor. If it were possible,
piano, organ, violin, mandolin or guitar. We teach in one rear what
I should like to give Miss Hawthorne
the pick of the jewels. This is a sorrequires three years to learn the old way. We furnish free all music
did world."
and instruction books. We guarantee results. We are endorsed by
"Ye'er car-r is coming!" shouted
famous musicians. We hove over five thousand unsolicited testimonMoriarty, running to the window.
ials. We teach you for less money than any other conservatory or
So the girl and I passed out of Holteacher. We instruct you at your home. Our course is absolutely
lywood Inn, leaving Haggerty with his
thorough and plain enough for an eight-year-old child. We graduate
mysterious prisoners. I can't reason
you in music and give you a diploma at completion of course. Our
It out, even to this day, but I was genterms are easy and within the reach of all. One of our class organizers
uinely sorry that Haggerty had arwill call and give full explanation of our methods, terms, etc. With
rived upon the scene. For one thing,
the
Violin, Guitar or Mandolin course we give you as a premium one
he had spoiled the glamour of the adbeantiful $20.00 instruments free of charge. References, any
of
our
venture by tingeina it with blood. And
bank, Bradstreet or Dun's commercial records.
on the way to the sar I wondered what
had been the rogue's past, what had
turned him into this hardy, perilous
path. He had spoken of a woman:
Capital Stock $100,000. St. Louis, Mo., Dallas, Tex.,
perhaps that was it. They are alAtlanta, Ga., Portland, Ore.
ways behind good actions and bad.
Heigh-ho!
Once we were seated in the lonely
ADDRESS, BOX 140, HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
car, the girl broke down and cried as
if her heart would break. It was only
the general reaction, but the sight of
,her tears unnerved me.
"Don't cry, girl; don't!" I whispered,
taking her hand in mine. She made
no effort to repulse me. "I am sorry.
The rascal was a gallant beggar, and
I for one shouldn't have been sorry to
see him get away.
There, there!
You're the bravest, tenderest girl in
all this world; and when I told him I
loved you, God knows I meant it! It
is one of those inexplicable things.
You say I have known you only eight
hours? I have known you always,
only I had not met you. What are
eight hours? What is convention,•
formality? We two have lived a life•
J
time in these eight hours. Can't you
Time to Have Your
see that we have?"
"To shoot a human being!" she
sobbed. Her head fell against my •
shoulder. I do not believe she was
conscious of the fact. And I did not
care a hang for the conductor.
I patted her hand encouragingly. "It •
Let me do your work now. You can pay
had to be done. He was in a des- •
perate predicament, and he would • for it later. If you like, we can arrange
have shot Haggerty had the detective
• this for you.
been careless in his turn; and he
•
Call and see me, I want to sell you some
wouldn't have amied to maim, either."
"What a horrible night! It will •
• nice tank hose, force feed lubricators and
haunt me as long as I live!"
I said nothing; and we did not • a lot of nice things that will save you
speak again till the first of the Blank- •
shire lights flashed by us. By this • money.
time her sobs had ceased.
•
"I know I haven't done anything •
especially gallant to-night; no fight- •
ing, no rescuing, and all that. They
just moved me around like a piece of
CORNER EIGHTH AND CLAY STREETS.
stage scenery."
A smile flashed and was gone. It •
Home Phone 1097; Cumb. 165-2. Residence, Cumb. 498.
was a hopeful sign.
"But the results are the same. You
have admitted to me that you are
neither engaged nor marsied. Won't
you take me on—on approval?"
"Mr. Cornstalk, it all seems so like
a horrid dream. You are a brave
man, and, what is better, a sensible
one, for you submitted to the inevitable with the best possible grace. But
you talk of love as readily as a hero
In a popular novel."
"I never go back," said I. "It seems
incredible, doesn't it, that I should
declare myself in this fashion? Listen.
for my part, I believe that all this was
written,—my Tom-foolery in Mouaula:s...my. imposture and. ...Yr.2.1.rs_ 11=

Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef

Hampton Fox,

International Conservatory Of Music

Capable Salesmen Wanted, Salary or Commission

•
•

ENGINE REPAIRED.

M. H. McGREW,
•
•

against Accident or Sickness in the
best company in the business. Pay
your premiums by month or year.
The cost is such a trifle you'll be
surprised. See
W. B. CALLIS,

Fire, Life and Accident insurance,
Hopper Building.
.
-MAI 4=0-rt
Cr% -AS
The ISind You Have Always Bough:
Seals the
3ifTutu?,
at

Season will Commence March 20.

Parties Wishing to Purchase Good Jacks should see

•
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PLANTERS READY FOR BUSINESS
AND LOOK FOR LIVELY DEMAND.

.

MARCH 29 1907

HOTLL AT SAUNA

Editor Kentucky New Era:—
business. We WORK ON BUILDING TO BEGIN
The Farmers Protective association is now ready for
cents above loose
AT ONCE.
have been making borne very satisfactory sales at two
expect
IWe
season.
last
sales
of
s
average
above
cents
prices and fully two
on.
a lively demand and prompt sales from now
F. JARRETT,
• Salesman.
Prospect For a Car Line From Hopkinsville to Pembroke Said to

CHRISTIAN GOUNIIISON OF JOHN ALLEN
TO

ED WITH SCRAPING
BE EXPLOITED AT JAMES- CHAHG
PLANT BED
TOWN EXPOSITION.

A

Sensational Case in Progress At
Exhibits Of Every Good Thing Made
Clarksville is Attracting a Great
Or Grown Here Are Wanted For
Deal of Attention.
Our Big Display.
OM%

From all indications the Salubria
Spring proposition is a sure go with
the single exception of an electric
car line, and this is a much more
hopeful possibility than ever before
in the history of the town.
Enough lots have already been
sold for the building of the fifty
room hotel. It is expected that the
contract for the hotel will be let this
week and that actual work upon it
will begin next week. A number of
Individuals who have purchased the
lots are already making arrangements to build cottages at the spring
and a number of the young men of
Pembroke have pooled . their interests and will erect a handsome and
commodious club house,in the center
of which will be a circular, hardwood finished room fifty feet in diameter to be used as dance hall, for
public gatherings or any other purposes necessary.
Thirty rooms in the hotel have already been rented for the month of
June, it being expected that the
hotel will be completed by June 1.
With the interest aroused over
the springs as a pleasure and health
resort, added impetus has been
given to a street railway for this
city, which will also build and
operate an interurban line from here
to Pembroke which will pass directly through the springs property. it
has been known for a long time that
the chief obstacle which promoters
met in interesting ()aside capitalists to build a street car line WW1 the
absence of any park or other place
or banusement which would attract
the people through the week. SalubHa Springs is just eight miles from
Hopkinsville and two miles from
Pembroke and an electric line connecting the two towns would he a
big money maker for an interurban
line, while in this city it would derive a revenue in addition from
the street car service in this city.

The Clarksville Leaf-Chronicle
says: Criminal court reconvened
his morning and took up the case
of the state against George Allen,
charged, or, more specifically, with
being concerned in the scraping of
Joe Rosson's plantbed, in the Sixth
district, last spring. The two Rosson boys—M. R. and Thurman—testennial.
tified for the prosecution this morns
exhibit
ing. They claimed that as they
Next Tuesday, a car of
nd
ville,a
Hopkins
watched one of their plantbedi3 one
will be made up at
night last April they heard some
every person who will contribute,
twenty-five shots fired at a nearby
suitable material for the Christian bed, which they supposed to have
county display is requested to send been fired by the raiders who were
it in at once.
scraping the bed.
Mr. Waller wishes to secure the
They waited quietly and a little
best products of farm and field gen- later a man whom they claim to
erally, and also of the mills and have recognized as George Allen apmanafacturies. Every good thing peared from the direction of the
grown or made in Christian -county other bed, and they say that they
will be gladly received, and it is shot at him several times, and that
hoped that there will be a prompt he ran away.
and generous response to this reAllen, who is the sOn of John Alquest.
len, the well-known association
Christian county's corn, wheat, speaker, is defended by a strong artobacco and other products are fam- ray of legal talent, the firms of Daned from their 03xcellence in this re- iel & Daniel and Leech & Ponder.
gion, and the desire to let the world It is not known what line of defense
know what "the garden spot of the he will make. State's Attorney Matt
Kentucky Pennyrile" is is a most G. Lyle is prosecuting the case. It
laudable one, and Mr. Walker, if will be remembered that this case
properly co-operated with, will see created a great deal of excitement
that the county's virtues are made last year. Bloodhounds were taken
very prominent at Jamestown.
to the neighborhood.in the effort to
Housekeepers are invited to send trace the raiders. A warrant was
in samples of preserved fruits and sworn out for Mr. Allen's arrest,and
berries, of needlework, and other it was reported that he had `been
products of their skill.
shot. This, however, was denied,
All contributions of every sort will and Mr. Allen'S innocence was
be placarded :to show whence and stoutly maintained by his friends.
from wham it came.
The case is attracting a great deal
Already there are assurances of of interest, and a large number of
the couOty's having a creditable ex- planters, many of them members of
hibit.," number of manufacturers the association, were present at the
tobacco men are at work pre- hearing this morning.
a
paring theni donations and it is earThe result of the trial will be
Uestly hoped that the moment in watched with a great deal of interthis direction Will be general among est by all classes.
the patriotic citizens.
••-•41•••••
. Please send contributions to the
Services at Grace Church.
tlanters Hardware Co., or at F. A.
rebe
will
they
Yost's & Co.'s and
teived up to and through Tuesday
Services .at Grace church this
f'next week.
week will be held:
Wednesday at 4 p. :n.
Dies in Virginia.
Thursday at 7:30 p. m
• A letter to relatives here bears the
Good Friday at 4 p. m.
news of the death at Riceville, Va.,
Saturday at 6 p. m.
:on March 24 of Mrs. Emma Walker, Easter Sunday early communion
a native of this county and former at 7:30 a. in.
resident of Hopkinsville. RheumaMorning prayer and communion
tism of the heart caused Mrs. Walk- at 10:45.
•er to die very suddenly. Interment
Evening prayer and sermon to
ook place at Riceville..
children at 4:30 p. m.
The public is:cordially invited to
FOR SALE—office table and chair attend all of these services.
apply at city tax collector's office. 2
ky
J. B. Walker. of the Kentuc
exposicommission for Jamestown
tion, in common with every citizen
who feels a pride in his home county, is very anxious that Christian
county's resources shall be conspicuously exploited at the great tercen-
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High Boyd 2154 & Romeo

4
4
1
1

These Two Combined Stallions Will Make theSeason 4
at My Farm on the Madisonville Pike,
4i Miles From Hopkinsvile.

High Boyd 2154 at $20 and Romeo at
$10 to Insure.
••

•

12154) by High Wave (1241), by Duluth (79), by
High Boyd
Cabbell's Lexington. High Boyd 2154 dam Adah
by Lynn Boyd (44), by Tom Boyd (90)
)1309),
eld
Crutchfi
by Dillingham, Jr., by Dillingham (5089), by Volunteer
RomeoKing's
Star,(161) by Volunteer (55). Romeo's dam by John
old Cadmus
King,by
a token of my oppreciation and
Colts toAsencoura
ge my patrons to care for
Premiums for
give $100 in premiums to, be distributed as below

their colts, I will
mentioned for the get of High Boyu 2154; in 1906-07, as premiums to
1108. First
be given at the mcst appropriate place in Sept. or Oct., $10.
fourth,
$15;
third,
$25;
m,
premiu
second
$50;
m,
premiu
I will Also Stand at the Same Place on Same Condition as Above,
Two Royal Bred Jacks
Was foaled in Dec. 1004. He now stands 1534
hands high under the standard. He has a very
of his
large head and ear with as much bone and body as any jack
a
insure
to
living
$10
at
stand
Will
horse.
a
age. Has a foot like
His
Crowe,
Silver
by
he
tett,
by
sired
was
Hawk
Black
colts.
darn a black Spanish Jennett.
This Jack will not be 3 years old until the first
day of next June. He now stands biN hands high
and action as
undtr the standard, with as much bone, style, finish
as above.
same
$10,
at
will
stand
jack
This
age.
his
of
any jack
lei
hands
Eqpress
by
sired
was
He
Limited to 25 good mares.
s
Orundy'
Duke
by
73,he
Duke
by
Royal
was
darn
His
1200 lb Jack.
Hopkinsville, Ky., R. F. D. No. 6
Home Phone 2 4 Rings
•
•
done on Sunday
business
no
ly
Not responsible for accidents. Positive
••++++.•+++-s•-•••••••.
•4-•4444++++++4444+++++++++++++++++

Black Hawk

Express,Jr

I

ii C MYERS

L.A

!JUST RECEIVE
We have succeeded in "scooping" five cases, 1C0 pairs, Ladies Tan Slippers, manufacturers' sample lines, which are always 20 per cent better than
stock snoes. Made in turns and welts; usually sold at 3.00 to 4.00. sizes 2 1-2

1

i o 4 1-2,

We Place These Slippers on Sale Today in Three Lots

$2.00 $2.50 $3.00
Lome quick, they won't last long
4+++++++++++4
/MY

CROFTON NEWS.

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Scott are the
proud parents of a daqghte.

HICKORY WITHE.

Miss Georgia Fruit spent last SatRev. Rasnake, of Hopkinsville,
Miss Pearl Adam is visiting the
urday
and Sunday with W. T.
family of her inicle, Mr. Walter filled his appointment at. the Uni- Cavanah.
'versalist church hem Sunday.
Pool, here.
—HOPE.
Brother Billie Clark filled his apMr. Ernest Cansler and wife of
nt here last Saturday and
pointme
Kelly are here visiting their parmts.
It Saves You Money.
Sunday.
Ford of Hopkinsville
The special half price sale of Dr.
Miss
Mr. Delmer Cavanah from GraLillMrs.
sister,
her
Howard's specific for the cure of ham,spent
is here visiting
lastSaturday andSunday
constipation and dyspepsia by L. L. with his parents, J. H.Cavanah.
ian Long,
Elgin means the saving of a few dolMr. and Mrs. Price, of MadisonMr. J. S. Sisk, will move to Earlars on every family's yearly bill for
ville, visited Mrs. Price's parents,
Wigton Thursday, where he will
m,e'd icines.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Bowling, last
make
his future home.
L.
L.
(
Mr.
bottle
Each 50 cents
week.
Elgin sells it for 25c. ) containes
Mr. Charley Long and family
Mrs. Bettie Brewer has returned sixty doses of a medicine that Is spent Saturday and Sunday with
irom a visit to her (laughter in Em- pleasant to take and Which can be Mr. West.
pire.
depended upon to cure the worst
Mr. Mark Kelly and Wife spent
Mrs. Eva Lovan of Nortonville case_ of constipation, dyspepoia or Saturday and Sunday with Rev. P.
several days of last week with her liver trouble. Mr. L. L. Elgin has A. Thomas.
parents,Mr. and Mrs. W. R. McCord so much faith in the superior merit
of this medicine that he says: "If
Mr. Clay Thomas,of Hopkinsville,
here.
Dr. Howard's specific does not cure spent, Sunday with his parents, Mr.- ,
Little Miss Mabel Cranor is visit- you, come back to my store and I and Mrs. P. A. Thomas.
ing her grandparents Mr. and Mrs. will return your money."
mare,
STRAYED—Sirsall bay
Tom Cranor in the country.
If you are troubled with constipablack mane and, barb wire scar on
Mrs. Kate Fowler and little dau- tion, headache or dizziness, or if
both forelegs, four years old; $5.00
ghter are visiting her parents Mr,. your food does not digest naturally
for any information leading
reward
,
and easily' you cannot afford to let
and Mrs. Julian Boxley.
outs, last seen on
pass the special price that Mr. L. L. to her whereab
Mr. W. E. Gray and Dr. Paul
pike near Ringold, S.
Elgin is making this week on Dr. Hopkinsville
TO BE MADE IN CHRISTIAN COUN- Keith. of Hopkinsville, spent Wed. wit
G. MARTIN,Seg, Tan n.
Howard's specific.
nesday here.
TY CASE.
•-•••1111111.

LAW'S FIRST TEST

••••••••-11110fa 0111••••••••••
Several Offenders Are Tried By Ju(ries and Given penitentiary Sentances. —Sabbath Breaking.

Dodt

90110beeeesetre••••••••

IF YOU WANT TO BE
ECONOMICAL

•
•
•

Charles Tuck and Jim Moore, the
two colored boys charged with _havWhen you spend your n)one you should invesing thrown rocks into an Illinois
Central passenger train atPiereeton
last December were found guilty by
tigate thoroughly your purchase beiore you are
and
case
the jury which heard their
each boy was sentenced to one year's
separated from your com.
imprisonment in the penitentiary.
John Feland, attorney for the
boys, stated after the verdict was
rendered, that an appeal would be
taken and the•,case made a test of
mammoth stock and getting our prizes. Everything
lo buy anything in our line without first inspecting our
the juvenile court law as outlined in
buy in that manner. Thus we are enabled to give
that can be bought to an advantage in car-load lots, we
yesterday's issue of the New Era.
our customers the benefit of the saving.
So far as is known here this will be
the first test to be made of the new
law, which was passed by the last
legislature, and the decision of the
and our prices as low as the lowest.
court of appeals will be awaited
Aud you will always find our goods as good as the bost,
with mnch interest all over the state.
Merrity Coleman, charged with
shooting another negro througp the
hand in the billiard and pool 'room
conducted by Wellington Berry on
East Seventh street, was found guilJewelry and BricDiamonds, Cut Class, Silverware, complete line of Stoves, Refrigeraty and sentenced to serve twelve
Cooking
and
Heating
,
Tinware
and
a-Brac, China
months at hard labor in the county 0
Heavy HardIce Boxes and Water Coolers, Cutlery, Shelf and
tors,
the
ers, HarFertiliz
Seeds,
Garden
and
jail. Coleman claimed that
Field
ion.
6
ware of every descript
ms house
-Willia
Sherwin
ed
shooting was accidental. He is one
ness, Saddles and Laprobes. The celebrat
gs
Mouldin
Plate
and
Picture
Shades,
Window
paints. Wall Paper,
of the three negroes who recently
,
Lumber
Feeds.
Dairy
and Decorations. Hay, Corn, Oats, Bran aud Tin, Brick, and in fact
escaped from the county jail, but•
Pipe,
Sewer
,
Shingles, Laths, Lime, Cement
n County
who was recaptured at Nortonville. 0
everything used in house building. Largest stock in Christia
MOGUL
ted
Celebra
the
of
turers
the
of
trio,
Ed Lascoe, another
of Up-to-date Vehicles. Manufac
0
of
kinds
all
and
nts
Impleme
Farming
SWING.
LAWN
and
WAGON
who escaped, plead guilty this morn- 0
Machinery.
ing to having stolen a horse from •
Sandy Biewer in Tennessee. He 0
tee your business will reto see us, or mail us your crders, we guaran
Come
and
city
to
this
horse
the
brought
0
sold it to L. L. Leaven. The jury • ceive our courteous attention
fixed his punishment at two years•
In the penitentiary.
•
Today the court is hearing the ev-•
idence on one of the indictments
•
which was returned last September
•
charging the Illinois Central rail•
road company with violating the
Sabbath in prosecuting the work of•
track repairing on that day. The•
work is alleged to have been done 9
near Masonville.

Trust
ToLuc

•
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•
•
•

It's a Mistake

•
•
• '
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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You will always find ifs on top in the
following lines:

•
•
•
•
•
•
HOPIONSWLL.E.KY •
•
Ko.bdok Dyspepsia Cure •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••NMI04114•1119411111111110114111
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Ladies Tan and Brown Oxfords and
Sailor Ties and Pumps

Be Bright.

•

•
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Two Days More--Get in Line for Sunday

For the Men v.ho Cores.

The Argyle
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Florsheim 1907 Oxford
Models are now ready—
distinctive style and solid
comfort are pronounced
features. It is a shoe for
the Man who Cares."
With the large
variety of Florsheim lasts,
we Insure

—

Is Now Showing All

That's New and Nobby

a "fit
for
every
foot."

In Men's, Young Men's and Boy's Suits, Hats,
Shoes and Furnishings. Hart, Shafner & Marx
ETTLINGER
Copyright 1907 by
CLOTHES
Suits And Trousers, Rosenwald & Weil 2=piece
Hart Schaffner
Mard.
Suits and Trouers, Ettlinger's Clothes for Young Men, Florsheim and Douglas Fine Dressy Shocs at $5
and $3.50 and $3.00, John Meir's Work Shoes, Liberty Special and Stetson Soft and Stiff Hats.
441.,
11144

441114'

FOGG WILL RUN.

cutive committee to conduct the
last Denitocratic state, primary,
-LEXINGTON, Ky., March 26.— which resulted in the nomination of
kInley E. Fogg, of Morgan county, Hager for governor, andl Beckham
has notified his friends here that he United States senator. !
will be a candidate for prison com- .....amesomm•malliNOMI10
_ •
missioner before the next .legisla- ,.........++++++.4-4-•-•-•-•-e-9-4-•-•+44"• THE
HANDSOME
ANDERSON
ture, to succeed George V. Green,of
LOVING CUP.
Dr. Edwards, specialist eye,
Christian county, whose term will
made
Test
throat.
and
nose
ear,
slon expire. Mr. 'Fogg is widely
charge for glasses. Pheeknown as a Democratic *leader. t free of
St.,Hopkinsville.
bldg.Matn
nix
He was a member of the subcom7
Second S. K. C. Team Forfeits Game.
Erlittee, appointed by the stet? exc—The Basket Ball League Season

1

Is Now Ended.

•

5-10

AND 25CENT

STORE

HOW CAN SO LITTLE
'MONEY BUY SO MUCH?
That. is a 4 iuestion we often hear in the Kress store.

1

Eien the

; people who know best are often surprised to, find what s lendid
4,
4 filial item such small prices will procure'.
,
There is no mystery abortt it. We can sell - gbods cheaper because we buy them cheaper; and we can buy them cheaper because
stores and can btly in quantities 50 times larger
i we have 60 busy
1 than ordinary stores would dare to handle. We canhuy by-the car
.1
load when other stores buy by the barrel, We deal direet with fate-

i torit '4 and are our own importers.
1

That explains values such

as

We pay no profits to middlemen.

these mentioned below.

iSpecial Sale Every Day in April
DON'T MISS A SALE!

SALES FOR THIS WEEK
5% )d
Monday April 1st z155cc LLaaccee
10c )d
Tuesday April 22nd Crockery 30, 40 and 50c values

at 10, 15 and 15c each

.....

valuM
esarket Baskets 25, 50 and
Wednesday April 3d 5Willow
at 10, IF and 25c each

Thursday April 4th
Mixing Bowls 50c values

Wash Bowls and Pitchers 50c values
25c
25c

Friday 9 a. m. April 5th
Saturday April 6th
VATC_tt

RE

Straw

Japanese China 75c to $1.50
values, . all go at 25c each
vF
allo
uw
es

sits,
yd.

Flowers .101c°cbuenach

WINDOWS"

I.

.

Loose Sales.

Loose tobacco sales by M. H. Tandy
& Co: The market was very active
all grades of leaf and lugs, and the
planters were well pleased with their
sales. The prices ranged from. to 34
cent higher on all kinds from last
weeks prices. Send your tobacco to
us and we will get you the highest
market values.
Respectfully
M. H. Tandy & Co.

Incubators and Brooders.
The Bradley machines stands the
test, hatches all fertile eggs, and
raises strong healthy chicks. See
their local agent C. L. DANIEL at Judge Fitzgerald Will Appoint
his poultry yards. South Virginia
Commission.
street. Cumb.'Phone 718.
wtf.

IN THAV 'CASE

Mrs. Amelia Lindsay, of Madisonville, is visiting her sister,, Mrs. O.
M. Meacham. Mrs. Lindtlay is preparing to come to Hopkinsville to
reside.

Lunacy

NEW YORK, March 26.—Justice
Fitzgerald today decided to appoint
a lunacy commission to investigate'
the mental condition of Harry
/LI
Thaw.

eeotoommes•se••••••••••••600.006******Q*******00
•
•

The basket ball game which had
been scheduled for next Thursday
night will not be played as the president of the league last night decided.,undcr the protest which had been
filed by the public high school, that
the South Kentucky college second
tetim had violated Spalding s rules 0
aL
when they played Bridgewater and
Kuykendall in the last game of the 112
season, after these men had partieipated in preceding games as mem- •
hers of the first team.
Before passing upon the protest 0
which had been filed, the president a
of the league submitted the question •
of the eligibility of the men to the •
basket ball committee of the Amatuer Athletic Union which is con,- •
sidered authority on all questions of •
basket ball where Spa,lding's rules •
govern. In his reply, George TT
Hepbron, secretary of the committee, said:"
"Now.the question which I under- di
stand you to ask is: Can the second
players, Bridgewater and Kuykendall,whO had played on first team in
the first team tournament, play on a
second .team in the second team
tournament, my reply to this is no.
First team players can never, under
any circumstances, play in second
team games." •
Under this interpretation of the
rules it was decided that the game
should rightly be declared in favor
of the high school team. This decision gives them the handsome Anderson cup, while the equally beau- Ah
tiful Forbes cup goes to the first Th
IP
team of South Kentucky college.
The basket ball league season,
while it was short and only town
teams participated in the games,
proved of much interest and a handsome sum is now in the treasury
which will be divided equally between the three organizations repre- .
11
sented, 1. e., the South Kentucky
college. Public High 900°1 and Co.
D. Though ,the rivalry was deep
and each side left nothing undone
which promised an advantage to
their side, the best of feeling prevailed throughout the entire series
and even now plans are already being discussed for next seasoa, which
will ,be much longer than the one
just closed.
•
Barred Plymouth Rocks Exclusively.

•

4

OF' 1907
•

THE HIGHLAND GAY 2300
•
and BALM OF GILEAD 2649
Will make the season at my place near Pembroke, Ky.,
at the following prices to insure a living foal.

THE HIGHLAND GA.V, $30
BALM OF OILED.
$20
Money due when mare is transferred or parted with, or bred to another horse.
A lien retained on colt until fee is paid.

•
•
•

The Highland Gay 2300 Balm of Gilead 2649

•
•

Foaled 1902. Sire Highland Denmark 730,
the sire of more high priced saddle horses
than any stallion living. The Highland Gay
2300 dam Is also the darn of Star McDonald
1712, who won more money than any horse
out last year, winning the $1,000 Merchants'
stakes at Richmond, Ky.,the championships
at St. Louis. Kansas City, Chicago and Louisville, and many others, and the only living
horse that has ever defeated the great Bourbon king. 2nd dam Sallie Gibion, by Bald
Stockings, son of Copperbottom, F. S. The
Highland Gay is 16 hands high, a beautiful
mahogany bay. In offering his services to
the public we are confident that his produce
will demand as high Prfee as any saddle stallion's. He has shown in a marked degree
his ability to reproduce himself in style, finish and action: His get won 1st, 2nd and 3rd
in the championship colt stake (open to the
get of any saddle or harness stallion inAtnerIca) at the Christian County Horse Show.
Also winning $180 in money, being more than
was won by the get of any other one stallion.
Five of his weanlings changed hands at an
average of $142.50 fall of 1906.

•

4 1

K

SR

SEASON

•

Foaled 1902. Sired by Red Eagle 28, .the
lyest son of Red Squirrel 54. 1st dam Dearest,'3699, by Cabel's Raven, 2648, who showed 43 times at State fairs in harness, saddle
and combined classes, and won 42 firsts. Cabers Raven's dam was Bell Slaughter, by
Bell, by Cabers Lexington, and' was one of
the greatest show mares of the day. Balm's
2nd dam was Daisy Epps, and wak admitted
by all Tennessee to be the greatest show mare
Tennessee ever produced, and was the only
mare that ever defeated Lady Graves in a
brood mare class. Dr. J. Herr, of Lexington, claimed Lady Graves was as great a
show mare under saddle as Lady DeJarnett
was in harness. Balm of Gilead is 16 hands
high, a beautiful bay with four white feet
and stripe in face. He hap style, substance
and finish to let, and a horse is seldom seen
that has as.good bone as this one. We believe him to be as sound a horse as lives. It
is an undisputed fact that Balm of Gilead is
one of the handsomest horses ever raised in
Kentucky. Any'one whe sees his get, will
care to go no further to breed for a real high
class horse.

For tabulated pedigree of The Highland Gay 2300 and Balm of
Gilead 2649 call on write to

JOHN II. WILLIAMS, - Pembroke, Ky.

•
•
.5
•
•
•
•
I
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
Show birds and layers. Give me •
a trial and be convinced.
) DANIEL SUBURBAN POULTRY YARDS, Hopkinsville, Ky.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4
I Cumb.'Phone 718.

•

•
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THE SUNDAY SCliOacg megaitaragesorecreas

Trust to Nature.

Kentucky ticw Era

A great many Americans, both men
and women,are thin, pale and puny, with
poor circulation, because they have illtreated their stomachs by hasty eating
or too much eating, by consuming alcoholic beverages, or by too close confinement to home, office or factory, and in
consequence the stomach must be treated
in a natural way before they can rectify
their earlier mistakes. The muscles in
many such people,in fact in every weary,
thin and thin-blooded person, do their
work with great difficulty. As a result
fatigue comes early, is extreme and lasts
long. The demand for nutritive aid is
ahead of the supply. To insure perfect
health every tissue, bone, nerve and
muscle should take from the blood certam n materials and return to it certain
others. It is necessary to prepare the
stomach for the work of taking up from
the food what is necessary to make good,
rich, red blood. We must go to Nature
for the remedy. There were certain
roots known to the Indians of this
country before the advent of the whites
which later came to the knowledge of
the settlers and which are now growing
rapidly in professional favor for the cure
of obstinate stomach and liver troubles.
These are found to be safe and yet certain in their cleansing and invigorating
effect upon the stomach liver and blood.
These are: Golden Seal root, Queen's
root, Stone root, Bloodroot, Mandrake
root. Then there is Black Cherrybark.
The medicinal principles residing in these
native roots when extracted with glycerine as a solvent make the most reliable
and efficient stomach tonic and liver invigorator, when combined in just the
right proportions, as in Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery. Where there
Is bankrupt vitality —such as nervous
exhaustion, bad nutrition—and thin
blood, the body acquires vigor and the
nerves, blood and all the tissues feel the
favorable effect of this sovereign remedy.
Although some physicians have been
aware of the high medicinal value of the
above mentioned plants, yet few have
used pure glycerine as a solvent and
usually the doctors' prescriptions called
for the ingredients in varying amounts,
with alcohol.
The "Golden Medical Discovery" is a
scientific preparation compounded of the
glyceric extracts of the above mentioned
vegetable ingredients and contains no
alcohol or harmful habit-forming drugs.

Pt' Ft LUMPY) BY—
A. W. WOOD,Proprietor.
NEW ERA BLD'O, 15 WEST 7TH, ST.
81.00 A YEAR.

LESSON XIII, FIRST QUARTER,INTERNATIONAL SERIES, MARCH 31.
Text of the Lesson, 1 (or. as 12-21.
55-58—Memory Verse, 37—( Idea
Text, I COT. XV, 20-4 ()In Melttary
Prepared by Rev. D. M. Stearns.
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Having the choice of an Easter lesson instead of a review of the quarter.
Subscription Rates.
we gladly chose the resurrection story,
$5,00
year
per
though
in the review there is resurrecDaily
1.25
" three months
tion also, in the cherubim, in Noah and
.ie
4.
per week
, ,,"
his family coming safely through the
Weekly pet year
I•t"
waters of judgment to a new earth, in
-50
months.
six
per
"
the giving back of Isaac, etc. The
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very first assurance of a deliveree
(Gen. Hi, 15) has in it the resurrection,
Advertising Rates.
as well as the suffering of the deliverer.
paid
be
Transient advertising must
Instead of taking the verses assigned
for in advance.
a lesson from this marvelous resuras
Charges for yearly advertisements
chapter, we prefer to take the
rection
will be collected quarterly.
whole chapter, noticing, to begin with,
All advertisements inserted with
the effect that the resurrection of
specified time will be charged
Christ when truly received will have
for until ordered out.
upon the believer—he will be steadfast,
Announcements for Marriages and
unmovable, always abounding in the
Deaths., not exceeding five lines, and
wark of the Lord, knowing that his
notices of preaching-ptiblished gratis.
labor is never in vain in the Lord
(verse 58), because he is identified
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of
with One who is alive forevermore and
Respect, and other similar notices,
five cents per line.
has all power in heaven and on earth.
The first portion of the chapter, to
verse 19, states fully the gospel emphaCourt Directory.
sizing six of the ten or twelve resurrection appearances of Christ and
CIRCUIT CouRT—First Monday in
that, apart from His resurrecproving
Februin
Monday:
June and fourth
there
is no gospel, no salvation,
tion,
September.
and
ary
no forgiveness of sins, nothing to
QUARTERLY CouRT—Second Monpreach. The gospel is simply stated in
days in January, April, July and
October.
verses 3 and 4—Christ died for our
sins, He was buried, He rose again the
FISCAL Comm—First Tuesday in
third day, and all this according to the
April and October.
in
Monday
CouRT—Pirst
COUNTY
Mr. Jerome should call a commis- Scriptures. It is written in Acts x, 43,
every month.
sion of alienists to sit on Mr. Delmas' 'To Him give all the prophets witness,
that through His name whosoever bealienists and then Mr.Delmas might
lieveth In Him shall receive remission
The Hon. Charles C. McChord, call some new alienists to sit on the
of sins." On that great resurrection
present chairman of Kentucky State Jerome alienists.
day we read that Christ said to the
Raiload commission, has been fortwo with whom He walked to EmThe Baltimore Sun suggksts an ex- maus. "Ought not Christ to Wave sufmally declared the Democratic nominee for railroad commissioner from amination ofeDistrict ;Attorney Je- fered those things and to enter into
• this, the Second district byj the rome's sanity. But the newspaper His glory?' And, beginning at Moses 115
Democratic district cosssmittee,com- alienists made that long ago with and all the prophets, He expounded unto them in all the Scriptures the things
posed of J. Norton Fitch, of •Nicho- the usual inability tolagree.
himself (Luke xxiv, 26, 27). ta
concerning
T.Spauldlasville,chairman ;Samuel
1 The same evening as He went with
ing, of Lebanon; Biscoe Hindman,
No one can complain that the the eleven He indorsed Moses and the ta
of Louisville; W. A. Lee, of Owen- people are not interested in great .6-1.0" phets and the psalms and opened*
ton; Arthur B. Rouse,pf BArlington, national, even international ques- *their understanding that they might 15
and J. F. Hawn, of Barbourville. Lions. In the campaign in the understand the Scriptures and said,
The committee returned to Mr. Mc- eighth congress district"of Virginia, 'Thus it is written and thus it beChord his entrance fee lf $3,000.:and the principal isssue is whether this hooved Christ to suffer and to rise
revoked the order for the primary country should sell] the Philippine from the dead the third day and that
remission of sins
which was called.for April 2.
Islands. It is to be:hoped that this repentance and
should be preached in His name among
question so'vital to the interests of
all nations, beginning at Jerusalem"
• San Francisco is begining to think that district, will snot be permitted (Luke axle. 44-47). 'Unless His resur. that the Honorable Abe Reuf would by the party to embroil the country rection means so much to us that we
long to preach the gospel to every
make a fine acquisition to the county in war.
It is evident that we have
creature,
jail.
Mr. Tillman is saidjto be inconsol- not yet been endued with power from
anti-i perialists able over MT. Spooner's resignation on high. We must so see Jesus risen
Boston
I, The
and glorified tbarwe shall fall to zero
might as well give it up as a hope- He probably realizes that no one
in our own estimation and learn to say
lees task. Aguinaido has opened an else can get him going good and truly, "Not I. but the grace of God,
account in Gne of the American strong.
which was with me" (I Cor. xv, 9, 10).
banks at Manila.
Then, as to our message, We must reit from God as Paul did (verse 3).
ceive
If the president wants men on the
Jer. I, 7-9; John xii, 49, for
also
See
Mr. Harriman expresses sotne'llso- Panama canal job who won't resign,
comes merely from ourthat
anything
licitnde as to the:small investor. wily don't he try Platt and Depew?
for nothing.
count
will
selves
_Anil& right. The small ,investor is There is no such thing as extracting
the gospel that does not inThen
the goose that lays the golden egg.
a resignation from them.
clude the resurrection of the believer
and our subsequent reign with Him till
the
adjonrued,
all enemies shall be put under Him,
the
Congress having
Boston scientists declare that
death itself, is not a full gospel
work
even
soul of a man weighs about an
railroad lobby wililnow.try to
21-2S1. By the first Adam
(verses
ounce. That's a pretty poor showthe president.
and death, by the last Adam
sin
came
ing for the Boston soul.
resurrection, and all who
and
life
came
Anna Gculd feels that her lawyers,
Christ's shall have resurrection
are
In fixing their fee at itl'T5.000 charged
Montana has . a bill compelling bodies at his coining (verse 23). Notoo much for di vurce from Courit, boarding house keepers to tell what tice this whole age. already 1900 years,
Boni. After rending some of the is in the hash. Still, there are some covered by the word "afterward," and
testimony, we incline to think it was instances where ignoraece Would be the millennial age covered by the
word "then" of verse 24. The highest
cheap at the price.
Wise.
mountain peak of Scripture is in verse
in the words, "that God may be all
28,
required
be
to
is
Loeb
If Secretary
in all." We may even now in some
to answer all those third term let ems,
measure anticipate that time by lethe will certainly deserve that inting Christ be all in all in us and work
crease in salary.
How To Find Out.
all in all through us (Col. iii, 11; I Cor.
Fill a bottle or common glass with your
6). While we wait for the kingwater and let it stand twenty-four hours: dom and live to hnsten it we should
seta sedimentor.
something of its righteoustling indicatesan manifest
unhealthy con- ness and joy and peace in these mortal
dition of the kid- bodies, the life of Jesus made manifest
neys; if it stains In us (Rom. xiv, 17; II Cor. Iv, 10, 11).
your linen it is This will not be apt to be the case unof kid- less we are tilled with enthusiasm beevidence
is what Mrs. Lucy
ney trouble; too cause of the resurrection glories which
Stovail.of Tilton, Ga.,
frequent desire await us, most surely believing and
said after taking
to pass it or pain
knowing the certainty of these
in the back is thus
Kodol Dyspepsia
that our present body of huthings,
Cure. Hundreds ilso convincing proof that the kidneys miliation shall be fashioned like unto
ml bladder are out of order.
of other weak ki
What To,Do.
His glorious body, that we shall' be like
There is comfort in the knowledge so Him when we shall see.Him as He is
women are
being re- often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's (Luke 1, 1, 4; Ina lit, 20, 21; I John
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy,
2).
stored to perfect fulfills every wish in curing rheumatism,
There are many believers who seem
health by this rem- pain in the back, kidneys, liver, bladder
that all there Is to redemption
edy. YOU may be and every part of the urinary passage. to think
us for heaven and getting
preparing
is
water
well if you will take It corrects inability to hold or
the time comes, giving
when
it,
bad
there
us
passing
in
pain
aud scalding
it.
effects following use of liquor, wine or no thought to the resurrection of the
Indigestiot causes beer, and overcomes thi..t unpleasant ne- body, the return of Christ to reign, the
nearly all the sick- cessity of being compelled to go often restoration of Israel and all associated
get up many truths. The sad perversion of Scripness that won-.N1 during the day, and to The
mild and
times during the night.;
lave. It deprives the system of nourish- the extraordinary effect Of Swamp-Root ture which teaches that Israel is now
et and the delicate organs peculiar to is soon realized. It stands the highest the church and the church is the kingmay be responsible, for this. The
women suffer — weaken, and become for its wonderful cures of the most dis- dom
you need a medicine truth is that the church is a company
If
cases.
tressing
eased.
you should have the best. Sold by drug- of people gathered out of all nations,
gists in fifty-cent and one-dollar sizes.
While the kingdom will include all naYou may have a sample bottle and a tions,with the literal Israel at the center
book that tells all
and Jerusalem the throne of the Lord.
aboutit, both sentfree
These sinful natures, even in the best
by mail. Address Dr.
of people, like Nicodemus,'cannot see
Kilmer & Co., Bingkingdom of God, but there must be
the
of
Rome
seeneetioet.
When
digestive
organs
hamton, N. Y.
enables the stomach and
nature, a birth from above(John
new
a
and
don't
paper
this
mention
writing
to digest and assimilate all of the wholebut remember the Ili). Then these mortal, corruptible
mistake,
auy
make
some food that may be eaten. It nourishes name. Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, and bodies cannot inherit the kingdom, but
the body, and rebuilds the weak organs, the address, Binghamton, N. Y.
must be changed into immortal, incorrestoring health and strength. Kodol cures
ruptible ones, either by death and resindigestion, constipation, dyspepsia, sou/
urrection or in a moment without dyisings. belching,heartburn and all stomach
ing at the coming of Christ (verses 5051). There are those who tell us that )%1
disorders.
there is one thing sure—we must all
For Infants and Children.
Digests What You Eat
die—but verses 51 and 52 teach plainly
that not all shall die or sleep. Comionisanis as tbs 1.abDallas*sells hold. VA
pare with this I Thess. iv, 16, 17, and
ora5ss7oti.0.11•Whi
I lamas as nask as tho
Bears the
Osi.,Mileage,TAAL
or 10 heat dm.
take comfort and comfort others, alf
Signature of
commanded.
For Sale by R. C. tlardwick
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Ely's Gream Balm
11'meek soothessad hada
tne diseased membrane
! It cares catarrh and driver
sway * cold hi the beid
quickly
Cream Rahn is placed into the nostrils,spreads
. mar the nenibrane and is absorbed. Relief is immediate and a curt follows. It is not drying—does
• tiot produce sneezing. Large 8Lse,50 cents at Drag.
Patios matl; Trial Size, 10 mute
•511 Warms !Street.. New Talk

ProfesseaI Caras
••••••••••••.

—CALL ON--

That's the kind of a suit your
spring suit should be. And its the
kind of a suit it will be if it comes
from J. T. WALL & CO.

L. YONTS,
Attorney-at-Law,
Notary Public and Fire
Insurance Agent
For the'Old ;Reliable North River
Fire ',Insurance Company, of New
York. Absolutely clean and up-todate company at lowest rates. Also
land deeds and mortgages written
and acknowledgments taken according to law and special attention paid
to cases in bankruptcy. Office 906
S. Main St., in Yonte block.

The known character and apparent superiority of our clothing are
sometimes positive handicaps to us
because some people form the idea
the clothes are too fine for them.
But with all this we have not
neglected the $10.00, $12.50 and
$15.00 suits. The best that can be

DR. J, E. STONE,
Physician 42). Surgeon

reN
t°

Office over the Anderson & Fowler
Drugh Co. PHONES--Cumb. office,
273, residence 813.

DR. J. H. RICE,

shown for the money on this market. We will welcome you in our

Physician
and Surgeon.

store,

1 T. Wall.

Office over Frankel's Store. Cum!).
Phones—Office, 62; Residence 183.
home Phone, residence 1275.

ta
FrI

J. WILL SMITH

tO

II DENTIST.

IKE

IV
41
W
1/1

lirt_fice over Cooper's Grocer.
Gas administered when desired.

Hunter
&Soo
Wood
a€EOBBERBBBEEBBBEBC
iSe COMPANY

Attorneys-at-Law.

Hopkinsville, -

AGAINST LOSSES BY FIRE

Dr. R. L. Bradley

is the wisest thing a possessor of real
or personal property can do. While
the loss by fire or water may be
slight or serious, whichever it is,von
will be thoroughly recompensea if
you carry a FIRE INSURANCE
POLICY in the American orConnectieut Insurance companies. Get
our figpres for protection.

Veterinary surgeon,
Graduate of Ontario Veterinary Col
lee, Toronto, Canada.
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and
Leg Lameness and Dentistry. Castration or Stallions; firing by a new
Process. Very special surgical oper
ations for tke cure of Spavinsjand
Neurotomy for the:cure
of lameness in Navicular diseases.
Office at Gray & Gates livery stable,
East Ninth street, near L. & N./depot. Telephone 145.
ALL CALLS by letter or telephone
promptly attended to.
HOPKINSVILLE - KENTUCKY

BEN S. VVINFREE.
Fire and Life Insurance,
Office with Winfree & Knight
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CASTOR IA

The Kind You Have Always Bought

1

BUILDING
IN THE SUMMER OR SPRING?
We Can Interest You
Along This Line and
Do Not Expect to

RECEIVE YOUR PATRONAGE
Unless We Can Show You
Substrntial Reasons For
Giving It To Us.

fri

The SouthlKentucky Building di
Loan Asso.(Inc.)
will help you on
easymonthly
payments.

Want
to
It you want to
Own save
money and
intergetting
Your be
est on it all the
Own time
let us sell
you some stock
Home as an investment.

09
rm)v))

For particulars address

Henry C. Gant, Pres.
!. E. McPherson, Sec
1-.0.4114-10.0•••••••••64-040.1.44.041

Iøt

f)%1
f))

tti Just Give Us The Word
and we will get:to work on your

LTeeth

oil The Hopkinsville
Lumber Company

Dyspepsia Cure

.7

-......

ww Are You Thinking Of rm31

Thousands NYC Kidney
Trouble and Never Suspect it,

Kentucky

Incorporated

17th and Canton Sts.,

oP kinsville, Ky

ti DEF.,BBByas3pBBFEBEFE ri

and put them in perfect condition
without loss of time.

ork
Crown andBridgeW
teeth are left.

is best if some of the
It obviates tde necessity of wearing
a plate. We have given much study
and attention to this class of work,
everyan guarantee satisfaction in
and c case we undertake.
Our charges are moderate.

Louisvple
Dental P'arlors,
Next to Court House, Hopkinsville,
Ky. 1tome Phone 1214.
1

•

SEVERE ECZEMA
CURB I\ SOUTH
Suffers Three Years-Hands and
Eye Most Affected - Employed
Doctor to No Effect-Now Entirely
Recovered and Will Recommend

CUTICURA REMEDIES IN
ALL PARTS OF PARISH
"My wife was taken badly with eczema for three years, and she employed
a doctor with no
effect at all until
she employed Cuticura Soap and
Ointment.
One
of her hands and
her left eye were
badly affected,
and•
when she
would stop using
Cuticura Soap and
Ointment the eczema came back,
but very slightly;
hut it did her a sight of good. Then we
complied with the instructions in using
the entire set of Cuticura Remedies
and my wife is entirely recovered. She
thanks Cuticura very much, and will
recommend it highly in our locality
and in evey nook and corner of our
parish. God bless you for the sake of
suffering humanity. I. M. Robert, Hyciropolis, La., Jan. 5 and Sept. 1, 1906."

SOUTHERN MAN CURED
Of a Terrible Eczema by Cuticura
In Six Weeks.
•
"Some time ago I suffered terribly
with eczema, and I had the best medical attendance, but the more medicine
I took the worse it seemed to get. I
kept on with medicine for about five
weeks until I saw the Cuticura Remedies advertised, and I at once purchased the Cuticura Soap, Cuticura
Ointment, and Cuticura Resolvent, but
had not the slightest hope of them
curing me. After I had used the first
set of the Cuticura Remedies I saw the
improvement, and in just six weeks my
skin was as smooth as ever. I advise
any one suffering from this terrible
disease to use the Cuticura Remedies.
Henry J. Stelljes, 132 Spring St.,
Charleston, S. C., June 12, 1906."
Complete External and Internal Treatment for
Every Humor of Infants, Children. and Adults consists of Cuticura Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin,
Cuticura Ointment (o0c.) to Heal the Skin, and
Cuticura Resolvent (50c.),(or in the form of Chocolate
(bated Pths, 25r. per vial of 60)to Purify the Blood.
Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug er Cheat.
Corp., Sole Props., Boston, Mass.
Kr Mallet Free. Row to owe Skin Humors.

Throat
Coughs
OF TOBACCO.

Ask your doctor about these
throat coughs. He will tell
yOu how deceptive they are.
A tickling in the throat often
means serious trouble ahead.
Better explain your case carefully to your doctor, and ask
him about your taking Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral. -

Will HEREAFTER BE PURCHASED
BY THE CITY.

Lodge of Eagles Obtains Permission to
Hold a Carnival In The
City.

We publish our formulas
The United States gosiernment is
(From Saturday's y)Dail
We banish alcohol
anxious to gather more accurate inP from our medicines
The board of council met in adWe urge you to
formation in regard to the productconsult your
journed
session last night.
ion of leaf tobaeco in the United
doctor
George
H. Smith alleared before
States, and to this end special inWho makes the best liver pills? The the council on behalf of the .Eagles
structions have been sent out by J. C. Ayer Company, of Lowell, Mass.
John W. Yerkes, commissioner of They have been making Ayer's Pills for lodge and asked that permission I e
Internal
Revenue Collector, over sixty years. If you have the slight- granted to the lodge to hold a carniasking them to see that the required est doubt ,about using these pills, ask val this spring, probably the last
your doctor. Do as he says, always.
week in May or the first week in
information is obtained. The manu- .....-Ittade by the J. C. Ayer Co.. Lowell, Maas.
June.
The permission was given,
facturers, dealers and purchasers of
the
carnival to be given in an inclosleaf tobacco direct from the farmers
are
and
not on the streets.
are required to record the exact
(!Q12SHOEMAKERS
An
appropriation
not to exceed
amount as purchased by them, from
$250 per year was made for the purwhich reports are to be made to the
ItE-'MOTMORE r/NErS/10E..5 THAN ANY
pose of furnishing the police force
commissioner or Internal ReveVT.I/CR
110a517 IN THE_ WEST
•
nue every three months, beginning .NEW YORK, March 23.-Eight with uniforms, it being urged that
affidavits were filed today by the de- this expense should fall on the city
March 31 next.
fense
in the Thaw case to show that instead of the individual policemen.
The commissioner in his letter of
instructions notes that it will entail Harry Thaw is not now insane. Councilmen Jackson, Davis and
Armstrong were appointed a coma little trouble on the part of all, but
mittee
to purchase uniforms under
as tobacco contributes much to the
this
appropriation
and to see that all
wealth of the nation, the prosperity
were
alike.
of the farmers, he is confident that
Various
other; matters were disthe collectors and dealers will readposed
of.
ily comply with the request. Dealers in leaf tobacco have always bEen
How to Remain Young,
required to make reports to the govTo continue young in health and
ernment as to the amount of their
strength,
purchases, but the tobacco men in
do:as Mrs. N. F. Rowan,
McDonough, Ga.. did. She says:
Louisville think that theeecent reThe Graphophone Man,
"Three bottles of Electric Bitters
quest is merely to Etecure more accuto play the latest
cured me of chronic liver and stomrate information if possible.
ach trouble, complicated with such
an unhealthy condition of the blood
Columbia, Edison,
The letter of instructions, from
that my skin turned red as flannel
Commissioner Yerkes to the Reveor Victor Records
I am now practically 20 years youngnue collectors follows:
er than before I took Electric BitFor You
In order to co-operate with the
ters. I can now do all my work with
bureau of statistics, department of
ease and assist in my husband's
Or better still call at the Graphostore." Guaranteed at Cook SE Higagriculture,'in securing reliable inStore and look over his stock.
phone
gins and Cook's Pharmacy, Drug
formation as to the entire production
Phoenix,
9th St., Hopkinsville
The
stores. Price 60c.
of leaf tobacco in the United States
eaah year, collectors are hereby in1.4,0411•1100111)041111011111004111000000111P0OVS0111000.41000000.000041
structed to secure from each dealer
in leaf tobacco in their respective
JUDGE FITZGERA LD.
districts a statement, which may be Judge Fitzgerald next Tuesday will
written across one of the blank take up the question of the appointpages in their book 59, at the close merit of a lunacy commission, in the
of the quarter, commencing with. meantime the defense and the state •
the quarter,ending March 31, 1907, will both file affidavit bearing on
and which shall show in aggregat ti ei • respective contentions.
the number of pounds of leaf tobacWorked Like a Charm.
co purchased or received by such
Mr. D. N. Walker, editor of that
dealers from farmers during the
spicy
journal, the
Enterprite,
is
the
report
.
which
quarter for
Louisa,
Va.,
says:
"I
ran
a nail in
made. Similar information will be
my
foot
last
week
and
at
once ap'ed from manufacturers of tosecu;
bacc and cigars, aryl to obtain this plied Buckleu's Arnica Sajve. No
inforination from them it will be Inflammation followed; the salve
,
neceSsary to have the manufacturers simply healed the wound." Heals
enter under special heading in their every sore, burn and skin disease.
monthly returns, forms 62 and 72, Guaranteed at Cook.Jr Higgins Etircl
respectively, for the months of Cook's Pharmacy Druggists. Price
March, June, September and De- 25c.
cember, the total number of pounds
Do Not Crowd the Season.
of leaf tobacco purchased or receivThe first warm days of spring
ed by them directly from farmers
brilig
with them a desire to get out
during each quarter, and if no such and enjoy
the exhilirating air and
purchases have been made they will sunshine. Children that have been
housed up all winter are brought out
so state.
(Published by Permission
and
you wonder where they all came
of Owner)
Collectors will, as soon as possible
from. The heavy winter clothing
The first amount,
The young man that
after the close of each quarter, • pre- is thrown
Dposits Withaside and many shed their
drawals
pare frcan books 59 and from the to- flannels. Then a cold wave comes
$55, withdrawn paid
has this accoun t had Feb. 1 .
.$ 1.00
bacco and cigar manufacturers' and people say that grip is epidemic.
March
6
17.00
monthly returns, a statement of the Colds at this season are even more
May 5
his note, the next $15
8.05
for years intended to May
dangerous
than
in
mid-winter,
as
28
aggregate number of pounds of leaf there is much more danger of
14.95
pneu7
9.00
tobacco purchased by dealers in leaf monia. Take Chamberlin's Cough
purchased him a restto save, but looked as June
June
22
11.15
and by manufacturers in their dis- Remedy, however,and you will have
June 23
13.50
ing place after the
trict directly from farmers during nothing to fear. It always cures,
if
he
could
not.
He
July 13
3.75
we have never known a cold to
July 24
the quarter for which the report is and
9.50
result in pneumonia when it is used.
cares and trials of this
received a nice salary J uly 30(Interest)
.28
renclared, and forward same prompt- It is pleasant and safe to take.
Aug.
2
ly to this office.
Children like it.
For sale by
Aug. 23
6.00
life are over and the
and in addition has an Sept.
I realize that this will cause some Anderson Fowler Drug Co.(Inc.)the
5
4.46
trouble and inconvenience, but in eading Drug Store. 9th and Main.
13
.60
last fifty was spent in
income that this state- Sept.
Sept.-15
the interest of the public good and St., Hopkinsville. Ky.
6.00
Sept. 21
8.00
in order to secure some reliable data
various and sundry
Sept.
29
2.70
as to the production of leaf tobacco,
Sept. 29...........
which contributes so largely to the
ways unaccounted for,
6.00
When the Commer- Oct. 8
The file with which the three neOct. 13
wealth of the country, the prosperi- groes escaped from the
6.15
county jail
Oct. 19
11.00
eaving a balance to
ty of the farmers ond growers of to- last Thursday morning, was found
cial & Savings bank Oct.
31
2.75
bacco, as well as the government re- under the steel cells where it was
Nov. 10
7.50
his credit on Feb. 1st,
op ened he owed a Nov.
venues, I trust collectors, dealers in pointed out by Ed Lascoe, who
13
50.00
was
Nov. 22
leaf tobacco and manufacturers will captured Saturday at Greenville.
9.00
1907, of $109 88.
note of two years' Dec. 5
4.75
give this matter their earnest atten- The fl)e is an ordinary seven ineh
Dec. 6
8.60
tion and endeavor to make the re- three cornered tool. It has not
Dec. 8
If he had not openyet
.60
standing for $55 that Dec.
turns as complete and accurate
. as been learned how the negroes secur12...
8.10
Dec. 22.
possible.
8,65
ed the savings account
ed the file or exactly how the escape
he had been unable to Jan.
1 (Intecest)
.66
Collectors will, be careful to in- was made. Kirk Bush, the only
Jan. 7
2.00
the probabilities are
struct.all dealers in leaf'tobacco and member of the trio yet at large, has
meet, although his Jan. 9
4.00
manufacturers of cigars and tobacco not been heard from since he
Jan. 10
7.45
got
that he would still owe
in their respective districts that in away.
Jan. 12
8.25
salary and additional Jan.
15
4.00
making these special quarterly rethe note, have no cem
Jan.
23
17.00
ports in aggregate of leaf tobacco
income had
been
'In 1897 I had a stomach disease.
etery lct or any money
purchased direct from farmers they S..me physicians said Dyspepsia,
practically
the same.
are not in any way relieved from the some Consumption One said I would
necessity of entering daily on their not live until Spring. For four years
books and monthly returns the I existed on boiled milk, soda biscuname and residence of the persons its, and doctors' prescriptions. I
from whom the tobacco is purchas- could not digest anything I ate;
ed, as required by section 3,1360, re- then I picked up one of your Alma
vised statutes, in the case of leaf nacs and it happened to be my lifedealers, and as provided from the saver. I bought a fifty-cent bottle of
headings "name and residence" on KODOL and the benefit I received
the books and monthly returns of from that bottle all the gold in Georgia could not buy. In two months I
manufacturers.
went back to my work, as a machinist, and in three months I was well
Little globules of sunshine that
and hearty. May you live long and
drive the clouds away. De Witt's
prosper."-C. N. Cornell, Roding,
Little Early Risers will scatter the
Ga., 1906. The above is only a samThe Bank for the People."
gloom of sick-headache and biliousPhoenix Birig
ple of the great good that is daily
ness. They do not gripe or sicken.
Jas.
West,
President.
W.
T.•Cooper, Vice Pres.
Gus. T. Brannon, Cashier.
done everywhere by Kodol For Dys-•
Recommended and sold here by epsia. It is sold here by R. C.
R. C. Hardwick.
trOINDO•04114111001100

yers
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Found At Last.
#. A..Harmon. of Lizemore, West
Va., says:"At last I have found the
perfect pill that never disappoints
me; and for the benefit of others afflicted with tropid liver and chronic
constipation, will say: take Dr.
King's New Life
Guaranteed
satisfactory. Price 25c at C otk
Higgins and Cook's Pharmacy.
.
C7
Bien the
SPatur•
-of

CORI .
TN Kid You Have Always Bought

Don't take any more cances,
but come whsre you get
rantee of satisfaction. I am
now showing the LATEST
STYLES in WOOLENS and
will be glad to take your measure at any time.

aD.I4MOND

r

lumb. Telephone 743
Home Telephone 1564

•
•

A.rticles of incorporation were flied here late Saturday afternoon for
the Oriental Construction company.
The incorporators are Dr. T. W.
Blakey, Dr. C. B. Petrie, C. G.
Duke, C. A. Cundiff, F. J. Brownell, W. P. Winfree and Ben S. Winfree. The capital stocks is $12,000
divided into shares of $100 each. At
no time is the indebtedness to exceed $25.000.
The corporation will absorb the
eonerete building block manufacterY•of C. G. Duke. together with
its machinery of all kinds, rock
muarry, etc. This will be greatly enlarged and improved in many ways
add put on basis to meet competi:Atm of all kinds. The company will
tbi building of all kinds, laying of
stteets and sidewalks and also expoets to engage in railroad construeClan work on a larga scale.

A handsome new style in
our Diamond Special Grade
that will give the finishing
touch to any costume.
This is only one of our new patterns.
Ask your dealer to show you his styles of
Diamond Brand Shoes. He should have
them in all grades, at all prices, for men
as well as for women and children.
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•
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•
•
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TRAINER OF HORSES

estern Kentucky
UNDER ANAESTHETIC
Products Wanted.

WINCHEMA
REPEATING SHOTGUNS

MARSHAL CHARLES HOWELL, OF
BETTER PAID THAN TEACHERS
OF HUMAN BEINGS.

I

.•

NORTONVILLE. PASSES AWAY.
President John B. Atkinson, of the Kentucky Jamestown Exposit ion
commission, has designated.Hopkinsville as the shipping point of farm
products in Western Kentucky, and J. B. Walker, of South Christian,

Strong Address Issued By President will be in general charge of the collection.
The commission proposes to collect, install and maintain the very
Barksdale Hamlett of Kentucky
best possible exhibits of!Kentucky's products, and it is earnestly desired
Educational Asso:iation.
the
that the planters of the I'enc.yrile region will heartily co-operate in
movement.
Farmers in this Part of the state are asked to send immediately choice
the
of
of the
Supt. Barksdale Hamlett,
samples of corn, wheat, tobacco, clover, grass seed and products
Hopkinsville Public schools, presifarm, generally.
dent of the Kentucky Educational
The samples should be brought or shipped to the Planters Hardware
association, has issued an address
Mr.
calling attention to the meeting of company, or the F. A. Yost company, Hopkinsville. Ky., where
the association at Winchester, Ky., Walker will take charge of them, and ship in carload lots to Jamestown.
June 18-20. The address is replete
All westeloi Kentucky newspapers are requested to give publicity to
with pithy statements calculated to
announciment.
arouse interest in the work of. im- this
proving conditions in Kentucky.
Prof. Hamlett says, in part:

are strong shooters, strongly made and
so inexpensive that you won't be afraid

•

Chloroform Had Been Administered
Prior to Beginning an Operation.

to use one in any kind of weather.
They are made IO, 12 and 16 gauge.

—A Writ Known Citizen.

A FAVORITE OF AMERICAN SPORTSMEN

Charles Howell, a prominent citizen of Nortonville, died Friday afternoon while undergoing an operation for hemorrhoids, with which
he had been afflicted for many
years.
Mr. Howell had been in a bad condition for several weeks, and, according to the Madisonville Hustler,
had not been able to perform his
duties as marshal of Nortonville for
some time. An operation was found
to be the only means or relief for the
suffering man, and Friday Drs.Lovan, Bailey and Moore started to do
the work. The shloroform was administered and death resulted fifs later, before the p14plant beds of at least ten independ- teen minute
the operation. His
began
sicians
ent planters. The loss will amount
by the weak concaused
was
to thousands of dollars to the own- death
of his heart.
ers of the plant beds. There is no dition
was about forty years
Howell
Mr..
•
clue to the perpetrators of the lawof age and leaves a wife and one
less acts.
child. He was popular throughout
the county and had many friends
About
who will regret to learn of his unPeople
timely death. 'He was at one time
and
Things
deputy sheriff of Hopkins county,
while W. E. Ashby was sheriff, and
. Mr. and Mrs.WallaceWood,Elkton made many warm friends in Madiwho have been visiting relatives sonville dining that time. He rehere for several days, have returned turned to Nortonville later. and has
home. Mr. Wood has recently been been marshal of that , place for quite
a while and has always made aii efappointed postmaster at Elkton.
fficient officer.
The remains were taken to DawBuck Anderson is appearing in a
son Springs, his former home, Satsartorial symphony of soft gres ,
urday and interred in the cemetery
hat, tie, spats, hose and eyes to at that place.
match. He is "trving it on the dog"
before his summer flight to Tate
view. The Review says: "J. D.
Springs.
Boyd sold his house and lot on Mill
Rev. T. N. Compton, who preach - street this week to John H. Reese.
ed here last Sunday, has gone to Consideration, one horse and buggy,
•
New Orleans to bold a revival meet- set of harness and $50 in cash."
ing.

NIGHT RIDERS SOW MANY PLANT BEDS
WITH SALT AND GRASS AND CLOVER SEED.

Sold Everywhere.

'
/

Sloaws
Liniment

Aim of Association.
The incorporation of the Kentucky Educational association marks
the beginning of the first permanent
Institution of its kind in Kentucky.
The aim of this organization has in
PRINCETON, Ky., March 26.—
view the attainment of the highest Night riders are again active in this
possible conditions of civilization
county, and visited various farms
and enlightenment for all people of
clover and grass
the state. Those who have been last night. Salt and
At all Dealers
anxiously watching for years edu- seed were liberally sprinkled in the
Price 25c 50c, & $1.00
cational conditions in Kentucky
have grown weary of the listless at- oars at this? time because we have
titude of those who have had charge gotten the one month extension of
Sent- Free
toward
state
the
of
affairs
of the
•
-Sloan's Book on Horses '
the school term or the rural school
educational improvemen t. It and two splendidly equipped state
Cattle, Hogs 6 Poultry
would ;seem , to the impartial and normal schools.
unpolitical observer of social an
The trustee1 system must be reAddress Dr. Earl 5.Sloan
educational phenomena in this vised. The compul
sory education
615 Albany Si: Bosfon,MassA
state that every conceivable measneeds revision and enforcement.
law
ure, even to the most nugatory from
Provision must be made for more
the establishment of the commlinrevenue, for better school houses
wealth, has taken precedence in our
and for better paid,teachers. These
legislative halls over the one cause
are only a few of the. more importss+++-4-s-4-4s+4-4-++++++++44-+++++
that affects most vitally our people,
matters coming under the genant
their civilization, their industrial
We want five-hundred "ALMO"1
eral head of the legislation which
development, their social efficiency
promverses for our "ALMO" 4.
Jingle
most
will be one of the
and progress, and eseecially the
:
and we want them
of
Book,
mme
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we
that
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for
each
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We
now.
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few
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fine
a
comple
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means
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among states.
other.great questions will be handled
into the washbowl every day will
Travesty on Civilization.
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interes
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• A comparative 'history of school other states. Arousi
ion in a few days. Treats the
then,
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every
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look
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One of the finest strings of fish
horse trainer is incomparably better They have magnanimously declared
and japalac Varnish
Wiley & Haydon shipped their ear
than the salary of him who spends for "active co-operation with the exhibited this season was that
C now at
half of his life in preparation for the Kentucky Educational association caught yesterday by Marcus Merritt load of eggs to(New York Saturday.
training of our youth in the ways of whose purposes are, first to arouse, and J. P. Tate at Stiiped Bridge. but it contained an even largernumFrom all over the state-comes the
citizenship and social usefulness. In interest in education and to insist The string weighed nine and a half ber than had been expected by them.
of coal mines
almost every county in the state of upon the importance of every child pounds and contained several beau- The car contained 217 cases of 30 report of the opening
companies.
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. picture which symbolizes the joy and 3ut in Rubella' "Descent From the gatory ror him. No sooner had his
:roes" there is no doubt about Christ lungs caased .to breathe than at once i
the gospel triumph of Easter morn!
being dead. His skin is as ghastly his liberated and redeemed spirit went
The Empty Cross.
white
as the white sheet they are to heaven. And no sooner do our dead
But this empty cross of Jesus Christ
wrapping
about him. The blue vein
:lel leave us than at once they go to
teaches us another Easter lesson. It is
be
whipseem
to
standing
out
like
(,A.
Aye, quicser than that! Even
a reminder of the glorious fact that.
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lead.
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a glimpse of the joys and
kingdom. yet in the end eternal right
' shall surely triumph.' It implies the have been more utterly beyond restora- the raptures beyond.
But I cannot close this sermon withpromise that, though for a little while tion if he bad lain In his grave a thouBy Rev.
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1. Frank De Witt Talmage, D. D.
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Easter A
THE finest ready to wear garments for• men that were ever passed over a counter in
llopkinsville are ready ior your inspection. Anderson's Hand-Tailored Clothes for
men and young men are as near perfection as the product of human hands could be.
Materials 'might direct from the American Woolen Mills, cut and made by the finest
tailors in the country, hand worked button holes, hand Id ed collars, hand pressed--each garment bears the ear-mark of the cust9m tailor, and is backed by our Iron Clad
Guarnteae of your money's worth or your money back.

•

•••

Two Piece Beauties

Knee Pant Suits

Suits that would cost $40 to ,,4 50 in
a tailor shop Plain serge, black,
unfinished or fancy at $25 to S3().

A splendid range of patterns, plain and fancy
—coats half lined or full lined, at $15 to $20.

A great range of styles and patterns, plain
trousers or knickerbockers, at $2 to $7.50.

A Splendid Line

Copyright 1907
The
liouse ol Kuppenheimet
Chicago

/•

These Are the Finest
Of fancy and black men and young
men's suits at $15 to $20

Medium Priced
But ver:,stylish. For men of moderate desires
we show a line of high class suits, latest patterns and best styles, at $10 to $12.50.

Easter Neckwsar, Manhattan Shirts, Our Beauty Brand
A wondrous line of Neckwear in
all shapes and prices, at. 25c, 50c
and $1.00.

"The best known, known as the
best." White and colored negligee
$1.50 to $2.50. Size 14 to 18 1-2

30 different styles in trousers, handsomely
tailored, newest patterns, peg top or plain, at

$3.50 to 7.50.

The Imperial

At $1 and $1.25, our Beauty brand
shirts, woven madras, best patterns, all sizes.!

If you pay more for a hat you won't
get any more than $3.00 will bring
you in an Imperial. This would be a
claim if the imperial Guarantee didn't
exist. The guarantee mr.kes good if
the hat does not. Soft hats in blacks
and colors, stiff hats in black.

Men's Low Shoes
Plain; Pat and Tan Leathers, $3.50 to $5.00

Knox and Stetson Hats

811k

Half Hose, Fancy and

Hand-Tailored Trousers.

All that's late in high grade hats is
embraced in these two styles. Stetson's $3.50 and $5. Knox $5.

A beautiful line fine Mercerized Fancy Half Hose at 50c
and pure silk at $1 and $1.50

Spring time and straw hats are here. Just a look at these beatiful split
straw hats and Panamas will warn you that June is nearly here. Straw
hats of newest styles at $1.00 to ,$2.00 and the $5.00 kind at $3.00 to
$4.00. Panamas at $3.00 t)$7.50

Straw Hats

Belts
7%..-at leather of the newest shades to match the new
shades in suits, at 50c and $1
,••=.••••••••••
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•
OPPOSITION.
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•
Has Enriched His Vc cabulary And Ex•
pects to Make The Trusts Take
•
•
To The Woods.
•
•
•
•
Charles H. Fort, president of the 0
•
Planters Protective association, and •
OF
•
Joel Fort, one of the foremost speak•
ers of the organization, spent Mon•
day in the city conferring with the
•
agsistant county chairman, W. T.
•
Fowler. and other officers of the
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•
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•

IVE it food that will not irritate or
retard the performance ofits natural
functions, and it will reciprocate in a way
•
agreeable and comforting. ic
No single ingredient contributes so
largely toward wholesome, nourishing, ,
agreeable food as Royal Baking Powder.
Royal Baking Powder's active ingredient, Grape Cream of Tartar, is the
most healthful of the fruit products.
This is why Royal Baking Powder
makes the food finer, lighter, more appetizing and anti-dyspeptic, a friend to the
stomach and good health.

G
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“Professor of Chemistry
"Harvard Medical School, Boston."
1100YAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK
1
- 01440k
,

•
•

Ladies Eton, Jumper
and Pony Suits

S
•
•
•

Of Voiles, Fancy Worsted, C h;f_
fons, Panamas and Fancy Silk.
If you need a

association regarding ways and
means of advancing the cause in
this county, which as yet has never
been as well otganized, it is said,
as most of the other counties in
the dark tobavo district.
In speaking of the plans of the association, Joel Fort said, "I Lave
got me a lot of new wOrds that will
burn. I never did have any words
before that suited me but now I
have got some that will raise a blis- •
ter. If you dropped one on a piece
of glass it would fry."
"I intend to keep fighting this
fight until. I fall in the ditch and
then, like the old rooster, I will
raise my head and sa3:11 peck your
•
last peck."
•

•
•
•
•
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Easter Suit

Come rod ay. The swellest line of w4
•
tpIWitt
•
Ladies aod Misses Tailored Skirts
of Voiles, Panamas, White Serge and worteds. Prices frcm 3.00 to 15 CO. If
you have not see our line of Ready-to-Wear Skirts, come TODAY.
•
•
•

Imitation Baking Powders Contain Alum
"The use of alum and salts of alumina in
food should be PROHIBITED. The constant use of alum compounds exerts a
deleterious effect upon the digestive
organs and an irritation of the internal
organs after absorption.
"EDWARD S. WOOD, M.D.

Have Just Received Another Shipment

1

LADIF...S ATTENTION!

•
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All the ladies of Hopkinsville who
ST. ELMO ITEMS.
are interested in the effort to have
Kentucky and Christian county ad- 1 Fishing is all the go.
equately represented at the James-i
Wheat is looking well here, and
town exposition are earnestly re- I all the farmers have finished sowing
quested to meet tomorrow afternoon oats; also a few plant beds were
at 4 o'clock at Grace Memorial par- burned last week.

chase gIkods and attend the exposi- in Hopkinsville Monday and Tuesday.
tion.

The Ladies Aid Society met at the
Rev. W. L. Baker has erected a
temporary studio for his wife's use. parsonage last Wednesday afterMrs. Baker is a graduate of a lead- noon at 3 o'clock.
Mrs. B. A. Whitlock has gone to
ing art school and does fine work.

Memphis. Tenn.. on I. visit ti her
Mr. John Allen has been quite
niece, Mrs. Sadie Travis.
busy this week representing the
ish house where plans for an enterMinerva Ann, your spicy letters
Mr. Bob Cooke has returned from Bowker Fertilizer Co,'s products.
; taininent to raise funds will be dis- Louisville where
are
much enjoyed, come again.
he went to purcussed.
Mt* and Mrs. Bill McKenzie were
—CHATTERBOX.
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